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CfiAP1'ER I
:PHOBU~M

Marriage ar.Ld the family a.re among society 1 s most
fundamental instltut:tons, and with them rests the major
responsibility for training the young in attitudes necessary
for effective functioning as adults.

Many s·budies have been

condu.cted concerning the rela·tio:uships between
young children, mothers and d.uught;ers, and

parent£~

moliher~:~

and

and sons,

bu.t there is a lack o.f substa.nti ve empirical investigation
of r•elationships betNeen fathers and i:iheir young a.dul t o1•
late adolescent sons.
l'he LaJl;in phrase

1

.ru.\.!i.r.1& ill fi'Lius, "He is his

father\s son, 11 reflects that in ancien'li times the man and
his son wei•e considered to reflect similar attitudes and
that the f'a.ther was responsible for• developing the attitudes
of his son.

'l'he literature between ancient times and the

,t;resent contains r•eferences which continue t;o imply that
this assumption is accepted.

.Recen'lily 1 however, lVJ.ichael

Rutter, reviewing current research issues, observed that
"many of the classJ.c studies of pa.1•ental attit.udes were
exclusively concerned with t;he mother• -• it is much to be
hoped that more attention will be paid to fathers, even if

2

he may be elusive for research purposes. 111
Continuing to accept the promise that he is his
father's son, i.e., that attitudes are similar between the
gener•ations, without the substantive empirical investigation
wh.ich Rtttter· alludes to, would seem to be a major fallacy
for those who are inter•ested in familial investigations.

It

would seem important that an investigation be undertaken to
ascertain how each mexnber of tht3 father-son relationship
perceives his own attitudes and the attitudes of the other.
rrhe problem of det;ermintng the relationship of the
perceptions runong male college students and their fathers is
more than esoteric in natu1. . e.

Many

peor,.~le

must lis ten to

the perceptions of these human beings and react to themduring the course of the ordinary day. l.J.la thewson2 has
observed that ·the generalist in guidance :ts primarily concerned with the relationship of the individual to society at
the p1•ecise points where the indl vidual has the moe t critical
adjustive, orientationa.l, and developmental needs.

'l'he

individual is guided by his perceptions of others and is
affected by the perceptions others l1ave of him.

_______
~;u~e

If young men

to be helped in their adjustments, orientation, and
......,.

1I•lichael Ruttel", 11 Some Curre:nt Hesearch Issues in
i·l.merica.n Child Psychiatry," 1J:he l111ilbanlt filemorial E!.:!.ill1
Sua.rterl;y, XLI ,4, 1, (October, 1963), .358.
2
H. H. IVJ:athewson, Guida~ .Polic;t .ru1Q Practice (Rev.
Ed., NewYork: Hal'pers. 19551, P• 227.

3
development, the people responsible for such help should have
information about how these young men perceive their fathers,
one of the most basic figures in their environments, and how
they perceive their own basic attitudes.

1Uso nEJcessary in

the helping situation is information regarding how fathers
pe:t•ceive their sons t attitudes and how they pe:t•ceive their
own attitudes toward family life.
'l'he focus of this study is to investigate t<Jhether or
not fa:the:t•s and sons understand each other.

If' t.his basic

understanding is present one might expect to find indications
of a comprehension of the others' attitudes towa;pd family
life.

One might also expect to find some basic simila;pities

in a comparison of fathers' and sons' family life attitudes.
rrhis study will not; attempt to cover all areas in which
father-son understanding can be compa.red, but will foctls upon
an investigation of some important areas of family life
attitudes.
The purposes of this study a.re:

(1) to help fill an

important void in the literature, the lack of substantive
empirical investigation of relationships between generations
of fathers and their sons; (2) to investigate the assumption
that similar attitudes exist between fathers and their sons;
and ( 3) to attempt to supply the neceasa.ry data regarding
fathers's and sons' a·lititudes toward family life which may
aid those who deal in a helping relationship with these fathers
and sons.

Much has been written in regard to the role of social
insti·tu:tions in the educating of children in social and
cultur•al attitudes.

In our culture parents canno.t completely

abdicate a role in educating their children.

the role of the

parent as an instrument of social and cultural education is
still an important role in all major cultures.,
Studles of parent-child relationships by S-ymonds,
F'itz-Simmons, Levy, Meyers- Itkin, and others have shovm that
parent ... child relationships and other elements in the home
environment have a bearing upon the behavior and pe_rsonali ty
characteristics of children, and that parental attitudes in
regtu~d

to discipline or control of children are of particular

importance. 1

Stogdill was among the first to attempt objec-

tive measurement of parental attitudes by two questionnaires

~ Psycholoa;r .£! Prar,en!;_·Child
(New York: D. Jl.ppleton-Centu:t•y, 1939);
M. J. Fitz•Simmona, ~ Pareqt•QB!l~ Relatiogshi~[ ~Shown
in Clinical Case Studies {New York: Teachers College,
COlwUbia Uni~ity, 19.35); D. M. Levy, ~aterx~al_ Q.ve,rt_2rotec]iga (N'ew York: Columbia University Press, 1943); •:L R.
Myers, .f.Ut£,~-Famili£ Relationships !\ill! PuRil Ad ustment (New
York: il'eachers College, Columbia University, 193 r;W. Itkin, ttso.me Relatlonsllips Between Intra~Family Attitudes
and Pre-Parental Attitudes To·Hard Children," Journal of
Genetic Psychology, 80:221·52 1952; _ _ , nRelationshlps
Between Attitudes Toward Parents and Parents' Attitudes
1'o~~wd Children, 11 J ourntl ·.2! Genetic ~l.9.!WJ..og~, 86: 339·52,
19;>2.
1

.P. N. Symonds,

f\el,_~tionshiRs

\<Jhich mea.sur.ed attitudes toward parent control and attitudes

toward t.he social behavior of children. 2
Since the Stogdill study, nuraerous studies have
reported various aspects of parental attitudes toward child
:rea.r·ing and lts effect upon. the child,

Stl"ecker3 criticized

the major role which the mothe1., and other female's play in the
life of boys.

McCord, McCord; a:tnd

~'hurber4 analyzed the

:results of parent absence upon male children.

The fathers•

attitudes toward child rearing have been the subject of
numerous studiest

Elder5 has stuaied the difference between

traditional and developmental ra·thers; Blook6 approached
fathers from a restrictive versus permissive orientation;
Kohn7 reports a study of parents by social class; and flliller
2
R. M. Stogdill, "'J:he Measurement of Attitudes 'roward
Parental Control and the Social Adjust;:rnent of Children. 11
Jourm:.tl .Q! A.e.elied Payoholog:£, 20:359•67, 1939.

3Edt.Jard A. s·trecker, 'I'heir Mothers' §..9.ru! (New York:
J. B. Lippincott, 1946).
4·Joan McCord, William McCord, and Ernily 'l'hurber,
"Some Effects of Parental Absence on M9:le Children," Journal
.Q.! Abnormal !llill Social ~s;iqhologi,, 64 (5):361-69, 1962.

-'R. A. Elder, n'l'ra.ditional and Developmental
Conc eptio.ns o:r F'atherhood," !1a.x.::r::ta.,g$! ~ F.J~mi..:tt r.,i ving,
11:9 8-100, 106 •
6 Jack Block, "Personality Characte.~:'ist;ics Associated
with F'ather 1 s Attitudes 'l'oward Child-rearing," q:Q,ll9.
Development, 26:41·48, 1955.
7"f!II.

L. Kohn, '*Social Class and Parental Values,"
~~t.c~l Jqq£U!! .2! Sociol~, 64:337-51, 1959.

6

and Swanson8 in their study of the Detroit area approached
parental attitudes toward child rearing by dividing the
fathers into entrepreneur or bureaucratic categories.
F'rom the child's point of view the major studies are

l~nderson9 reports that if the

fewer in number and scope.

child's view of' the parent is contrasted with the parent's
view of himself, it is clear that the child perceives the
parent as much more severe in discipline than the parent
conceives himself to be.

Kagan and Lemkin,

10

in a study of

theperception of parents by children three to eight years
of age, found ·chat the fathers were seen as more fear arousing, more punitive, and more competent than the mothers.
~here

has been a number of recent studies using

college students as subjects to appraise attitudes of
students toward their parents.

Bardis

11

found that the

strongest relationship was mother-daughter, then father•
daughter, then mother-son, .and the weakest the father•son

. · 8naniel H. I1iller and Guy E. Swanson, ~}he Chan6_:l;n~
1

j!meric!!l Pa.,~eu:§ (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 19S ) •

9J. E. Anderson, "Parents" Attitudes on Child

Behavior: A Report of
17:91-97, 1946.

~hree

Studles," Child

l~eveloeme,n:!?.,,

10 Jerome Kagan and Judith Lemkin, "'£he Child's

Differential Perception of Parental Attributes," Journal of
Abnormf!! Social Psxcholos;q;, 61:3 (November, 1960), 44.0-47-;:ll

Panos D. Bax•dis, "Attitudes r.roward the Family Among
College Students and Their Parents, 11 Sociol • .§££.. ~.,
43:5 (May-June, 1959), 352•58.

7
relationship.
li1

Eugene and Carl Williams 12 used t:;he California

Scale given both to students and their parents.

'l'he

results showed (1) scores between males and females within
each generation were not signi:t'icantly different; ( 2) the
college subjects displayed significantly 'less autho:ritaris_nism
than their parents; and (.3) males correlated significantly
with their mothers 1 but not with ·their fathers, while females
corr•elated significantly with their fathers, but not with
their mothers.
Judson

'11 •

Landis 1.3 found, by the use of a question-

naire with his university students, that when the students
rated their parents as happily married, they expressed a
closer tie to their father than their mother. Funkenstein,
.
.
.
14
King, and Drelette
administered to a group of Harvard
students a questiormaire designed to reveal the subject's
perception of his parents.

The most frequent pe:t•ception was

that of the .father as chief' source of authority and the

------12 Eugene I. Williams, Jr. and Carl D. Williams,

"Relationships Between Authoritax•ian Attitudes of College
Students, Estimation of Parent's Attitudes, and J:ctual
Parental Attitudes," Journg 2f Social Fsychologx,;
61:43-48, 1963.

l)Judson T. Landis, "Re-Examination of the Role of
lt,ather as An Index of Family Integration," :&;!~rriage .~~.\!
~amill &1ving 1 24:2 (May, 1962) 122~28,
1 4o. H. Funkenstein, s. H. King, and M. E. Drelette,
"Perception o.f Parents .and Social Attitudes," .Paper read at
meeting of American Psychopathology Society, June, 1955.

8
mother as major source of affection.

In contrast to these
findings by questionnaire method, Aldous 1.5 irrterviewed
college juniors to test the hypothesis of l alcott J?arsons
1 1

that; youths perceive their fathers as primarily responsible
for their discipline and supervision.

In this sample the

fathers were not perceived by their sons as primarily responsible fo:r;• exercising supervision and discipline.

The

discipline function was most often carried out by both
parents, though fathers more often wex•e reported as being
16
harsher and stricter than mothers. Lovejoy
found similar
perceptions in a study of university men and women regarding
their conceptions of the roles of the husband and wife.

The

results· showed that young adults in this sample felt; that
sex roles in the family today are not as well defined as ·they
were.

The data were interpreted to suggest that women are

moving toward the men's role, at least sharing it, while at
the same time, the men are moving toward the women's role.
Itkin, in his study using a sample of Chicago junior
college students in

195.5, tested the hypothesis that:

Childrens• 17 attitudes toward their parents are

15 Joan Aldous, ''A Study of Pa.renta.lli~le Functions,"

~amil~ ~

Coordinator, 10:2 (April, 1961) 43·44•

16
oebi D. Lovejoy, "College Student Conceptions of the
Roles of the Husband and Wife in. Ii1a.mily Dec is ion Making, 11
E£mil;y_: Jd:.f.! Coordinator, 9:3-4 (Narch-Jwle, 1961), l~3-46.

17sic.

-

9
related to their parents' attitudes toward children
and toward the control of children and the ohildrens'
attitudes toward the s~pervision exercised by their
parents.l8
He did not find the attitudes of men students toward their
fathers to be significantly related to their fathers'
at ·ti tudes toward them.
LIMI'£ATIONS OF PRENIOUS S'l'U.DIES

The majority of studies of attitudes toward family
life have been undertaken alternatively from the viewpoint
(

of the child, the adolescent, or the mother.

If more than

one viel-1point has been considered, the mother and the child
have received major attention.

The majority of relevant

studies ha.s failed to study the father's role in family life;
the father is referred to as more or less an incidental
member of the family who seems too difficult for the researcher
to approach.

'l1he lack of research of father participa:tion

is one of the basic reasons for involving fathers as one of.
the two principals in this study.
Heleva.nt studies of family life attitudes of parents
and children have usually been. undex•taken using the questionnaire method.

Questionnaira procedures involve a major

possibility of contamination, since there is no safeguard
availa.ble to insure that, when a questionnaire is mailed to

18

rtkin, QR•

£!!., P• 339.

10

the home, the .father has ·completed the questionnaire himself.
~~hen

too, the questionnaire method usually involves a forced-

choice answer; the person ansl..Jering the questions must choose
one of the answers provll;ded, which may not allow him to
answer

m1

attitudinal question in the way he truly feels.

also has opportunity to see all of' the

answe1~

He

possibilities

when items are constructed as continua from one extreme to
another.

He may choose to select an answer for its position

on a continuum in ordel._ t.o avoid an answer which is one of
the extremes.

He may also find ·that his answers tend to

follow a certain pattern within any answer continuum, and,
th.erefo:r•e, decline to deviate from this pattern on any
questions of which he is unsure.
Studies of college students in the past have usually
included another limitation in that the subjects have often
been volunteers from the l"EUHH:.trcher 's classes o1• those of
his associates, usually classes in ma.l.. riage and family life.
'l1he subjects in these st;udies have then frequently been

exposed to the biases of staff members who are doing the
research, which could have led the respondents to react in an
expected manner and also holds other potential hazards in
selectivity of population and response.
Nowhere in the literature does there seem to be a
study which approaches the problem of differences and similarities in perceptions of fathers' and their sons' attitudes

11
toward f'ami1y life by u.slng the personal interview method

tor collecting necessary attitudinal data.

CHAP'l'ER III
MB'J:'.HODOLOGY

Setting .Q!

~ s~ud;y,..

'.this investi.gation was

conducted using students from a private university in
California.

'.!:he university is comprised of

seve~al

and graduate schools with a student population of

colleges

approx~ ..
';

mately 2700 students.

'£he costs of education at the university

are comparable to other major private universities in the
United Sta:tes.

The majority of the students attending the

university are drawn from the middle and upper socio-economic
levels of the population.

l'he university is situated within

1

an agricultural and industrial community, and its students
reflect both urban and rural cultural backgrounds.
Sourc! QOeulat!oq.

The total source population of

fifty-two male university students and their fathers was
selected from tho total t.:m.ivel"si ty population in ·che spring
semester of 196,5 on the ba::J;ts of the following cri tevia:
1.

'!'hat the male student was twenty ... one years of age

or younger upon Jnrollment for the spring semester of 1965
at

th~

university.
2.

That the mttle student's mot;her and father were

still married and living together.

3.

That the male student was unma:tlried and had never

13
been married at the time of the interview.

4. 'l'hat the male student and his .t'amily were of
Pro teat ant religious orien·tation.
5~

That the male student's

~ather

lived within

approx1.mately a fifty mile radius of the university.

~J.Ihis

geograph:tcal limitation resulted in the total. sample being
drawn from the Northern California a:vea.
Selection was made by use of the university files.
Students were selected for the source population only if
their pe:vsonal informe.tion cards were complete; so that the
.five criteria could be verified.

'l'here was some modest

attrition from incomplete student reports, which did not
seem to present relevant bias.

'.Che total source population

a.vall.able for this study after this veri.ficat:ton was fifty•
two students.
The interviews for the study were conducted during a
thx•ee-month span in the spring semester of 1965.

A letter

was sent to the home of each student who fulfilled the
criteria, explaining the purpose of the study and requesting
the cooperation of the father and the son.

A permission

form was enclosed for the father to sign if he agreed to
participate; this also requested permission for his son to
participate in an interview.

Of the fifty-two le·t ters which

were sent to those wh.o fulfilled the criteria of the sample,

14
thirty-one agreed to particil)Edae, three declined to par·cicipate on the basis of personal l"easons, i.e., the son or the
;Cather did not wish to agt•ee to such inquil·y· into his

personal life, a.nd eighteen did not respond.

Each of those

who responded positively was contacted by telephone, and
'

. inte:t•view appointments made.

One of those who responded

positively changed his mind because of a university admin•
istrative decision which he felt was unfair to his son.
Those who did not respond were cont£tcted personally,

and twelve agreed to participate when the purpose of the
stu.dy was more fully explained to them.

The remaining six

declined to participate, three on the basis of their belief

that such matters were in the province of their church, and
three on the basis that

their~

ethnic background and language

I

facility would make such an interview impossible on the part
of the father.

Of the fifty-two pairs of fathers and sons

which constituted the total avil.able source population,
forty-two pairs were interviewed and ra.ade up the saraple for

this study.·
Construction

£1:. the

~~~

e,U;i.d,e..

The intet-view

guide was constl"Ucted from selected quest;iona which fulfilled
the following cri·teria:
1.

'.rhat the quea·tion pertain t,o som.e facet of family

2.

That the question elicit responses which would

lifeo

reflect the respondent's attitude toward the subject in
question and not necessarily elicit a recital of th• respon•
dent's practices in the area of the question.

3.

':Chat the qu.estion be cloax•ly stated so that

additional elaboration would not be necessarily essential
for ·the r•espondent 1 s under•stru."lding of the quest.ion.

4.

That the question pertain

·co a family life subject

area important to the male mernbers of a. family,.
Oncer the questions were constrv. cted they were divided

into fou.r general divisions for ·the i11terview guide:
Intra-famlly relationships; (2)

Father~son

( 1)

relationships;

(3) Attitudes tm.Jard cour·tship and engagemen·t; and (4)

Attlitudes toward marriage.

'l'he questions wel''e worded in two

different forma; on.e for the fathers and one for the sons.
The interview guides were constructed so that the father and
son would each be interviewed separately.
asked to respond to certain census

Each would be

info:~:•ma.tion

quest:l.ons,

see .tl.ppendix A, and then would be asked to x>espond o;r>ally to
eighty attitudinal questions.

After the sub,ject had

responded to those questions for himself in the entire form
pertaining to his own perceptions of his own attitudes. he
was asked to respond to the same questions in the second form

of the interview guide, which were worded as if they were
being asked of the other partner, as he felt the other t'\IOUld
answer.

~he

latter responses were designated as Father's

16
Perc~ption

of Son and as Son's Perception of Father.

Pilot ol!.:tudz.

:I}he responses given were coded on a

numerical. scale so ·that ·the responses given could be compared
statistically..

'.l1hia

scale was determined and the questions

revised dur:i.ng a pilot study which was conducted using
college male students, who were not attending the university
from which the study sample was to be dx•awn, and their
fathers, but who fulfilled the other criteria stipulated for
subjects of this s tu.dy,
ducted, and the

l .. esponses

Six pairs of intei•views

werf:~

con•

given in the interv·ietvs were used

to determine the coding of answers into ·the scale to be used
with the study sample.
Judg~ag

£! the

!n~erview

Rui£!.

The interview guide

was submitted to judges to determine the adequacy of the
response continua and to determine which .questions in the
interview guides had directionality on an exjtre.rnely democratic•
to-extremely authoritariru1 continuum.

Four judges were used

for this purpose, three of whom were mature males with
appropriate doctoral level background and extensive field
experience and were given t.raining prior to their judging.
The fourth judge

\'Jt~.s

a :male professor whose field of speciali-

zation coincided with the subject matter of the study.

~J.lwo

of the judges were requested to respond as they felt an
extremely democratic father would respond, and the other two

17
judges were asked to respond as tl.tey felt an extremely
author•it;arian fa:thtn" would respond.

It was 1•ecognized that

continua may encourage dichotomization under such instx•uctions.
11heae foUl' trained judges concurred unanimously that forty•

fou.r of the eighty questions would produce responses appropriate to a de:raocratic-to•authol"'itarian cont1inu.um.

Of the

remaining questions three o.f the four judges concurred on six
of the questi.ons as appropJtoiate to such a c<mtinuum.

There

was no rnajori ty agx•eement on the rema.ining thirty questions;
so these remaining questions wer·e not used as questi.ons which
indicated such directional:tt;y.

Using the decisions of these

trained judges, appropriate continua were constructed for
each of the fifty designated questions.

Interviews..

The forty .. ·two fathors were interviewed in

private in t.heir homes or offices, and the inter•v:l.ows
a vet• aged over

t~JO

and one hnlf hours.

·r he

lntox•vieHer ::tn all

oases began the inter•vlew with an explanation of the study,
that all l"esponses

v/Ollld

be confidential and anonymous 11 and

that the questiol'ls wex•e meant; to elicit attitudinal responses
and not responses neeessarlly of practice.

l:he interviews

1

were conducted at a pace sat by the interviewee, and the
responses given Hare :not limited by the inter·viewer.

The

objective of the interviewer was to establish in each case an
atmosphere of comple ·~e aoeep·tance of any reE:1ponse the
subject wished to give.
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The sons were interv-iewed in the counseling rooms of
the mli versi ty.

rrhe lnte:rvlews consumed an average of one

and one half hours.

The

intervie~'ller

attitude was the same

as with the fathers, and the interview techniques were the
same.

In each inte1•view the subject was 1•equested to respond

to the census infoJ•me.tion ques·tions and both forms of the
attitudinal questions.

Each form of the attitudinal questions

contained eighty items, listed in Appendix A.
r~esponded

Each subject

first to the form which was designed to elicit; his

own attitudes and then to respond to the form which elicited
the responses he felt the other partner would make.
At the end of. each section of the interview guides a
question was asked regarding general reactions to the
subjec·ts just covered.

~.Che

purpose of these questions was to

eliminate any possible emotional carry-over which might have
tended to invalidate the questions in following sections.
At the end of each form of the inter•view guides, and
at the end of the interview, the subjects were asked for any
suggestions or reaotions which they migh·t have regarding the
questions asked, the supjec·ts covered, or the techniques used.
The basic attempt to standardize the interview, the
recording of responses, and the techniques used in the intervieivs were accomplished by using ·che same interviewer for all
interviews and other contacts with the subjec·ts.

The inter•

viewer was also the authol., of' the intel'View guide, which
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helped wi·th any matters of cle.:rifica.tion

~Jhich

might have

developed during ·the course of the int;erview.
Since ·the

lnve~ltigator•

r,vas the interviewel:' i·t is

possible that a consistent bias could have been introduced,
although close

counEH~lor

su.pel:'visio:n waB maintained in an

attempt to hold ·this possible aspect to a :rainimum.

Hyt?othes!f!•

To .f'ulfill the purposes of

th~

study it

was necessary to determine what rela·t:tonshlps exist among
(l) male college student~• perceptions of their own att~tudes

toward family life; ( 2) theiz• fathers 1

percf~ptions

of their

own attitudes towal.. d ftunily life; (3) male college stadents'
perceptions o:f' ·their fathex•s' attiti.:tdefJ to\vat~d fam.ily life;
and ( 4) fathel.. s t perceptions of 'cheh~ sons' attitudes to'tvard
fam.ily life.
l'o f'acilit.ate lircudy of the re-lat.ionships e.rnong pe:rcep-

1

·tions of family lif'e att,i tudes 1 the following hypotheses were

cons t:r>ucr~ed so

-~h&:t

a systiems:tlc appl."alaal of these relat.ton-

ships could be made•
( 1) The sons' pe:t•ceptions of their o-vm. a:IJ tl tudes and

of thei:x> fatb.ers' att:l.tt.:tdes toward family li.fe tdll differ
f'rom the fatb.el'S' pe:r.'cept.io.ns of thei:r own and of their sons'
attitudes toward fa.mlly life •
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Sons' own (SO)
Sons t ,perceptions
o~ fathers (Sl?F)

Y

/

/ot

Fathers t perceptions
sons (FPS)

Fathers' own (FO)

In other words,
think their·

fa:th<.u~s

ax~e

the sons' attitudes and wha·t they

believe dlffei'(:ln.t

n~om

·the fathers'

attitu.des and what tho ftathel"S' thlnk their sons believe?
( 2) ':rlle fa.therfl' perceptions of 'their own a ttl tudes
and the sons • per· captions of their f'e.thers' a.tti tudes will

differ from the sons' perceptions of their mm a.t·t 1 tudes and
the fathers' perceptions of the sons' attitudes toward
family l:l.fe.

Sons' own

pel~ceptions

Sons'
of fathers

~

.

~ Fa:thers'

perceptions

of sons

Fathers' own

Are the fe"thers' and the sons' undex•standlng of ·the
fathers d.ifferent from ·their pe:r•cepti.ons of the sons?

(3) The fathers' perceptions of their own attitudes
and the .fathers' perceptions of the sons' attitudes will

differ from the sons' perceptions of their own attitu.des

and the fathers' perceptions of their own attitudes towar•d

family life.
Sons' own

Sons• perceptions
of father.E'.

I

Fathers• perceptions
/ o f sons

F'athel"S' own
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Are ·the sons' actit;udes and what ·t;he fathers think
their sons belieVt1 differ·ent from what the fathers and sons
really believe?

( 4)

'I he father•s

1

per·ceptions of their• ovm e:ttitudes

and of.' theil• sons 1 attitudes will dlf:fer .from the sons'
perceptions of.' their f'a:cher•s

1

a:ttitudea and ·the f.athel"s t

perceptions of' tl.J.eir sons' attibu.des toward f.'amily l:tfa.
;sons' own
Sons' pe.t•oeptions
:f.'athe:t'Ei • per•ceptions
of' fathers
- - - - / - - oi' sons
F'athers t

01111n

Does what the fathers believe and what the fathers
think the sons believe dii:'far from what the sons ·chink the
fathers believe and what the .fathe:t•s think the sons believe?
(!)) '.Che sons' perceptions of their own attitudes and

th.e fathers 1

pe:N~ept;ions

of their, own attitudes will differ

fr()m ·the sons' perceptions of thail.. own at·t:l tudes and the
:Cathers t pej?ceptions of the sons 1 attitudes

towa:~:>d

family

life.

I

Sons 1 own
Son.s' pel•ceptions
of fs:l:ihers

~ Fathers '
of sons

perceptions

:fi'a thex-s ' own

Ar·e the

fa·chex~a'

and sons r beliefs different fl.. om

what the fathers think the sons believe?
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(6) The fathers' perceptions of the sons' attitudes

and the sons' perceptions of the fathers' attitudes will
differ from the fathers' perceptions of their own attitudes
and the sons' perceptions of the fathers' attitudes toward
family life.
Sons* own
Sons' per•oeptions
F'athers' perceptions'
of fathers
----------- of sons
Fathers' own
Is what ·the fathers believe and what the sons think
the fathers believe diffex•ent from what they think each
other believes?
{ 7) The

fa.thex~s t

perceptions of the sons 1 a.tti tudes

and the sons t perceptions of ·the fathers' a.tti tudes will
differ from the sons' perceptions of their own attitudes and
the fathers' perceptions of the sons' attitudes toward
family life.
Sons' own
Sons' perceptions
~ Fathers 1 perceptions
of fathers
- - - - - - of sons

Are the perceptions of each other's

a.tti"liud~s

different

from their perceptions of the family life attitudes of the
son?

(8) The sons' perceptions of their own attitudes and
the sons' perceptions of the fathers' attitudes will differ
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from the sons• perceptions of their own attitudes and the
fathers' perceptions of their own attitudes toward family
life.
Sons' own

~

Sons' perceptions
of fathers
/

Fathers' perceptions
of sons

Fathers• own
Are the sons' attitudes, and what they think the
fathers• attitudes are, different from what the sons and
fathers really believe?
In ·the .following hypotheses reference is made to an
11 au·thoritarian-to-democrat1c 11

continuum; please refer to

pag~.t

sixteen.
(9) The sons• perceptions of their own attitudes and
the fathers' perceptions of their own attitudes toward
family life will differ on the authoritarian-to-democratic
continuum.
Sons' own
Sons' perceptions
of fathers

I

Fathers' perceptions
of sons

Pathe.rs• own
. ( 10) 'l'he fathers' perceptions of the sons' family li.fe
attitudes and the sons' perceptions of their own attitudes
toward family life will differ on the authoritarian-todemocratic continuum.
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Sons' own
"'-: F'athers' perceptions
· " ' of sons

Sons' perceptions
of fathers

Fathers' own
( 11) 1l'he fathers' perceptions of their own attitudes

toward family life and the sons' perceptions of/their fathers'
family life attitudes will differ on the authoritarian ... todemocratic continuum.
Sons' own

Sons' perceptions
of fathers
~

Fathers' perceptions
of sons

Fathers' own
(12} ~'he

fathers' perceptions of the sons' attitudes

toward family life and the sons' perceptions of their
fathers' attitudes ·toward family lif'e will differ on the
authoritarian-to-democratic continuum.
Sons' own
Sons' perceptions
Fathers' perceptions
of fathers
---------- of sons
Fathers' own
(13)

~he

sons' perceptions of their own attitudes

toward family life and the sons' perceptions of their
fathers' family life attitudes will differ on the
authoritarian... to-democratic continuUUll.
Sons' own
Sons 1 perceptions
/
Fathers 1 perceptions
of fathers
.~
of sons
Fathers' own
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( 14)

~[!he

fathers' perceptions of their sons' attitudes

toward family life and the fathers• perceptions of their own
famil3· life attitudes will differ on the authoritarian-to•
democratic continuum.
Sons' own
Sons' perceptions
of fathers

Fathers' perceptions
/ o f sons
Fathers' own

CHAPT.ElR IV
FINDINGS

The responses given to the questions asked in the
interviews were coded on response continua, and these
statistics were treated by standard statistical procedLl.res
to discover what corz•elations existed among the perceptions
expressed by the fathers and their sons.

Census statistics
by the interviewees to

coded into categories

£! 1h!

t~he

sample~

The responses given

census information iteras t'llere

to~ st~tistical

treatment, listed in

Appendix B, Census Item-Scores Assigned for Statistical
'.rreat.ment.,

•r·hese coded scores were then averaged and the

means obtained give a
sample.

croas~sectional

description of the

Because of the coded categories ·these statistics

will in some cases be presented as a range, since the coded
sco1.,.es inste8d of the raw scores were averaged.

The sons

interviewed averaged 11ineteen years of age; thei:t• fathers
between forty•six. aud f:l.fty; their mothers between. forty-one
and forty-five years of age.

~~he

age differential in the

sample averaged twenty-five to twen·t;y-nine years between the
fathers and their sons,. end between tt,le sons and their mothers
it was the sam.tS.

The fathers in the sample averaged one to
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four years older

thel:r wives.

tht~.n

'rhe average fam:lly in the

san1ple was all born in t;he U.ni ted States, but one of the
grano.parents ordinarily had been born abroad.
.£he son in the sample was usually the eldest of two

1

children; his fa..ther

l'HlS

one of three children,

~:tnd

usually

there was one older sibling in the family; his mother's
sibling position corresponded to her husband•s.
The son in the sample averaged sophomore university
standing, and the educational background of his parents
averaged thirteen to fifteen years of education
for both the
'
'

mother and the father.

The grandparents in the sample

usually had obtained a high school diploma.
'l he average level of employment of the paternal
1

grandfather was managerial; for the maternal grandfather
the level was that of skilled; both the paternal and maternal
grandmother usually had been employed before marriage but not
after.

The father in the sample usually was employed on the

managerial level, and the mother had engaged in some part
time employment since marriage.
ln the area of extra"frurr1ily activities the father, the
mother t\nd the son all belonged to from one to . three
organi~ations,

which held between one and three organlza ...

tional meetings a month, t.Jhich. they attended.

rrhe :t.?eligious

attendance of the parents showed that the mother was usually
regular in her attendance while the father described his

attendance as somewhat i:t>.N}gn.lfitr. ·
1-'he fathers reported that on an average they had known
their wives between one and three years prior to engagement
and had. been engaged :fox· betweE'.m. six months and one year

befor•e marx•j.age.

'.the fathe:t)s' ages at marriage a vex• aged

between twenty ... six and thb•ty -a ears of age, while the mothers'
ages e.t marr•iage averaged between twen·ty ... one and twenty-five
years of age.

The marriage ceremony was generally a

religious one.
When asked the residence of the majority of their
relatives the fathers responded that these lived in the same
region of. the country as

t~he

.family.

The mothers' relatives,

however, gener•ally lived closer and within the same state as
the family.
:cnter•vielrJ

reseons~~.

sa!

~

sample.

'.l;'he responses

given by those interviewed were placed on continua for
statistical treatxnent.

The f.ir•st statistical procedure used

was to find the mean response to each interview questlon
from each stated atti'tiude.

'I'he mean responses to the inter•

view questions are found on Table I.

'l'hese responses were

ahw subjected to othex• statistical tr•ea:trnent which will be
described in the following sections.
~j.attonahitJ

r:esponses.

vJhen

th~>

.Q!

~~

sta.tisti,c,s 1.9.

ini!~?W'J~Ji

pr•e.ceding census utt=-.J:I:;:i.stics were

"

TABLE I
I1EANS OF

II~TERVIEtt>J

ANS11ERS

QUESTION

MEAIIT RESPOliSE

1.

Whom were you named atter?

SO/SPF/FO/FPS-3~

2.

lfuom de people say you most resemble?

SO/FO
SPF/FPS

No one especially
Gra..."ldf'ather.

3.

wnom do you admire most in your family
or among your relatives?

so
SPF/FP:S

Brother
Mother
No one

4.

'fo whom do you .feel closest in you.r
family or among your relatives?

SO/SPF/FO/FPS

;).

~~en

there are major problems .facing the
family# how often does your father
discuss them with you?

SO/SPF/FO

wben requiring you to do something, how
often does your father explain the
reason for the task?

SO/SPF/FO/FPS

6.

7. When you are living at

FO

Fraternal relative

Mother
Usually
As often as not

FPS

As often as not

home~ how often
are you and your father home together?

SO/SPF
FO?FPS

8.

wnere are your father's evenings
usually spent?

SO/SPF/FO At home
FPS At home majority of nights

9.

~iho is the main source of authority
regarding most matters in the family?

SO/SPF/FO/FPS Generally my :rather

*

Key to abbreviations on page

37.

Usually some
Quite a bit

1\l

"'

TABLE I (continued)
MEAN RESPONSE

QliESTION

10.

vJhat do you think your father's general

11.

When the family is contemplating a major
purchase, who would have the most say in
the decision?

SO/SPF/FO/FPS

12.

As you 1-.1ere grm11i.11.g

what was the
predominant type of discipline used
by your pal~ents?

SO/FO/FPS
SPF

13.

Generally which parent does the actual
discipling?

SO/SPF/FO/FFS

feelings about his work are?

up~

Likes it
Likes it very much
Father, a little more

I
I

Physical res train t
Permi~sion and prohibition

of' choosing an occupation, who
do you think has had the most influence
upon your decision?

SO/S?F/FO
FJ?S

In deciding upon your vocational choice,
did you or do you discuss various
possibilities with your father?

SO/SPF/FO/FPS

14-· In terms

15.

SO(SPF/FPS
FO

It: depends

My fri~mds
My siblings
I
I

Quite a bit
I!

,,

,,
1 o.

How

does your :rather feel about your

working during the

smlli~er

months?

SO/SPF/FO
FPS

i

He encourages
it
I

He e.xnects it
-

17.

What should be done with money earned?

SO/SPF/FO/FPS

18.

How much of the expenses of college should
be borne by the parents and by the son?

SO/SPF/FO/FPS

19.

At what age, if at all, should a boy
have his own car?

SO/SPF/FO
FPS

I

sa.Je major part

Par~nts
major part son !part
When hJ enters college
High school graduation w
0

TABLE I (continued)

QUESTION

MEAN RESPONSE

-

To what extent should he nav for the
" ·
car and expenses?

SO

21.

At what age should a son be permitted
to begin dating?

SO/SPF/FO/FPS

22.

Should a. son disagree with his .father
if he feels his ideas are right?

SO/FO/FPS

23.

What would you do if your .father strongly
objected to your choice o.f .friends?

24.

tihere do you feel the principle source o.f
information about sex ~or a son should be?

SO/SPF

25.

What was the principle source for your
fathers•s sex education?

SOfF·os
""
FO

20.

Cost of car and all expenses
All expenses and insurance

Sl:>,F/FO/FPS

Absolutely yes
Occasionally

SPF
so

SPF/~·O/FPS

FO/FPS

.

SPF

SO/SPF

It depends
See them occasionally

His f'ather
His :friends
School
Friends
His docto.r
Friends
Books

26.

was the principle source
sex information?

27.

What do you consider the amount of discipline a twelve-year-old son usually needs?

SO/SPF/FO/FPS

28.

What do you:.·c6nsider the best way t:or a

SO/SPF

29.

Since you have started to college~ do you
.feel closer to or more distru1t from your
father than you did before?

~ihat

~or

your

father to discipline a son~ who has really
violated a family rule, i:f the son is
twelve years old?

FO/F£S

FO/FPS

14-16_

Some

Physical restraint
Permission and prohibition

so
. SPF/FO/FPS

No change

Generally closer

\..->

.....

TABLE I (continued)
. QUESTION

ME&~

RESPONSE

30.

When you need extra money for personal
reasons and ask your father for it, what
is his usual reaction?

SO/SPF/FO/FPS

31.

Wn.at type of sex inf'o:rm.ation, i.f any,
shou.J:.d a son have before he reaches
high school?

SO/SPF/F'O

32.

Before entering college?

so

FPS

It depends
General, mainly

Specific
· Somewhat speei:fic

S PF/F'O/F PS

33. Arter you are eng&ged, do you feel that

Gives it to me, but
wants an explanation

SO/SPF/FO/FES

Yes, generally

you and your fiancee should have
counseling before marriage?

34.

Do you feel that your parents should
express their opinions of the girl you
have chosen to marry?

35..

1'1/hat would you do if' your parents objected
strongly to the girl you have chosen ·to
marry?

SO/FO/FFS
S.PF

SO/FPS

Yes, generally
Yes, absolutely

SPF'/FO

Try to talk to them to
convince them they are wrong
It depends
Religious side of marriage
Economic side of.marriage

36.

After you are engaged, what areas·o.r
marriage do you feel are most important to discuss with your .fiancee
before marriage?

SO/FPS
SPF/FO

37•

What type of sex information is essential
for a son before he is married?

SO/SPF/FO/FPS

Specific

\.t.J
N

TABLE I (continued)

MEAN RESPONSE

QUESTION
you are going with a girl~ but are not
engaged 1 do you feel it is all right to
engage in:

I~

38-.

Light petting?

SO/S.PF
FO/F.J?S.

39.

Heavy petting?

40.

Sexual intercourse?

Agree
Agree strongly

SO/SPF/FO/FPS

Disagree

.so

Disag:r·ee
Disagree strongly

SPF/FO/FFS

A.fter you are engaged to a girl do you.
:feel it is all right to engs.ge in:

41.

Light petting?

42.

Heavy petting!

SO/FPS

FO/SPF

Disagree

43.

Sexual intercourse?

SO/FO/FPS

Disagree
Disagree strongly

44.

If you. are go1:ng with a girl;~ do you i'eel
that there should be discussion about

Agree strongly

SPF

Agree

SPF

limitL~g

45.

SO/FO/FPS

It depends

SO/SPF/FO/FPS

Generally

premarital sexual experience?

In the ease of' premarital pregnancy; do
you feel that either the unwed rather or
the unwed mother is more of a moral
~ailure than the other?

SO/SPF/FO
FPS

Equally

Father. a little more
w

\..v

TABLE I ( contiilued)

QUESTION

MEAN

RESPONSE

46.

Wnen you are going with a girl~ v-:ho
should be responsible for the limits
to.whieh petting goes?

SO/FO/FPS
SPF

47.

Do you. . think that

g an unmarried couple
are going to have premarital. sexual
relations they should use contraceptives?

80/SPF/FO/FPS

Agree strongly

48.

w·h.o do you think should provide these
they are to be used?

SO/SPF/FO

m~~,

49.

If an 18~year-old son knows about the use
of' contraceptives;, do you :feel this will
make hLm :more liable to have premarital

.!!

FPS

Shared responsibility
The man~ generally

The

generally

The ma..'1.

SO/S¥F/FO/FPS

Not sure

sexual relations?

50.

Where do you. feel the principle source of
knowledge about the use of contraceptives
should be?

51. Ir

so
SPF

FO/FPS

His doctor
His father

Books

an 18-year-old son is instructed in
the use o:f contraceptives" de you f'eel
this will make him more liable to have
premarital sexual relations?

SO/SPF

52.

1'll'here do you f'eel the principle source
for the instruction fn the use of
contraceptives should be?

SO/FPS

Books

FO/SPF

His friends

53.

At ~hat age do you feel you will be
ready to get married?

SO/SPF/FO/FPs

FO/}~'S

Yes, generally
Not sure

22-25
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T.ABLE I {continued}
Qu.ri;STION

54.

Do you reel that it is best for marriage
if there are clearly defined understand~gs
of ~ho makes the final decisions on the
major problems facing the family?

riEAJ.~ RESPONSE
~0/<:'.,...,F
,_
,.;>s;

FPS

FO

Yes
Generally there should be
some lines of authority
It depends

55.

After marriage the responsibility for
ha...'ldling moneys paying· the bills~ and
budgeting should be whose?

56.

After you are married do you .feel your
wife should work?

57.

Is it a he&lthy situation if after
marriage the husband has certain confidences wbieh he keeps f'rom his t..rife?

SO/SPF/J?O/FPS

Is it a healthy situation if af·ter

so
SPF/FO/FPS

58.

marriage the wife has certain confidences which she keeps from her

SO/SFF/FO/FPS

SO/P.PS/FPS

FO

husband?

It depends
Yes, Until children come
Generally a J;Uali should
not keep things rrom
his wi.fe

NO
Generally a wife should
not keep things from
her husband

59.

'W'hose responsibility is it for preventing the conception of children when
the couple has decided they are not
ready for parenthood, they cannot afford
mor•e childran, or such conception might
endanger the health of the wife?

<.1.0/-Q.-p;::o
'FO/'W"D<::!
""...... _"~'-·~-'

60.

:l'o

what extent should a husband help
his wife with ~~e work arc~~d the house
if they have small children?

SO/FPS

SPF/FO

Both partners

Both partners

Some
As much as he can
~

\.n

TABLE I {continued)
QU.E'STION

61,

How many children de you feel you
would like to have?

!olEAN RESPONSE

so

2

S.PF

3

FO/FPS
62.

63.

Boys?
Gir·ls?

SO/FJ::S

1

1

SPF/FO

2

so

1

SPF/FO/FPS

2

64.

At what age do you feel you will be
ready to become a father?

SO/SPF/FO/FPS

65.

After you are married if' you have an
offer for a desired promotion which
would take you to another part oi.' the
country, what part-should your parents
play in your final decision to accept
or reject the offer?

sc
SPF/FO/FPS

66.

~~at

part should your wife play in
such a decision?

SO/SPF/FO

67.

Wha~

68.

part should your children play
in such a decision?

If' your marriage proved. infertile a."'l.d
if your physician reco~nended it as the
only possibility, what would be your
reaction to adopting a ehild?

F?S

so
SPF/FO/FPS

26'-29
I'-lone

Very little

Some
Very little
It depends

Very little

SO/SPF/FO/FPS

Yes, absolutely

w

0'-

TABLE I (continued)

QUESTION
(>9.
·

l·fEAN RESPONSE

what is your philosophy about raising
a son?

SO/SPF/FO
l''PS

10.

Who do you feel should be responsible
for the disciplining in. the .family?

Neither very controlled
nor very pe:r•missi ve
Controlled

SO/SPF/FO/FPS

1-lainly the .father·

.Abbrevia~ions:

SO

-- Son's Own

SPF -- Son's Perceptions
FO

or

Father

-- Father's Own

FPS -- Father's Perceptions of Son

\AJ
-.J

correlatt:sd with the

respont~es

gi.ve:n on the dlrectional items,

as described on p&ge sixteen, using the Pearson. Product ..
mo.mer1.t Coefficient of Cot•relta.tion p:r•ocedure 1 fetv highly
1

signi:f'icunt ·correlations resuJ.ted..
of'

.58

l~a.s

The highest correlation

the correlt;1.t:i.on betHeen the dc.mocrt:;,tic responses

of the father and the number of ox•ganizations to which his
wife belonged.

correlation

It was found that ·the instances where the

k~pproached

concerned. a oorJ.'elation

the .,Ol. lovel of' significance
bet~veen

the

mot;hel~'

s edu.eation, the

.fact that uho Has employed uf''i::ier marr•iage, and her• extl'a...
fa.mily activities.

t~a:s

'rhe mor•e active the mother

reported

to be in ex.tre-ftmdly activities, the higher her educat;ional
e.:ttain.ment, and the mora she had been employed since marriage,
the more democratic wEn•e the
~Che

x~espo:nses

of her husband.

above correlations ·were the five col'l"elations

which exceeded the .01 level of' signif'ioance.

In compu ta.tion

eleven correlat.>ions ·wer•e .found to exceed the .o,S level of

significu.nce, but, since these nwnbers barely

<.;l.X:Ceed.

those

whlch cotlld be e:x.pected by chance, it would appe::1.:r• ·that

although these cor•relat;:i.ons e.re interesti.ng, one ;t;h.ould
h~'site.:t;;e

attaching too much 1mJ.)Ortance t<.; them.
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1-'he

attitudinal column totals were correlatied using the Peax•son
Product-moment Coefficient of Correlation2 to find what
relationships existed between the stated perceptions.

~hese

correlation coefficients; listed on Table II, were converted
to Fischer's !. Coefficients3 to determine whether or not there
were significant differences among the correlations.

These

converted values will be used here to determine whether
hypotheses one through eight can be supported or not.
Hypothesis one states that the correlation

betv~een

the

sons' perceptions of their own attitudes and of their
fat;hers' attitudes toward family life will differ from the
correlation between the fathers' perceptions of their own and
of their f:lOns' atti tt1.des toward family life.

This hypothesis

is not supported by means of the computation of the standard
error of the difference between two

~

coefficients.

Hypothesis two states that the correlation between the
.fathers' perceptions of their own attitudes and the sons'
perceptions of their fatb.er•s' attitudes will differ from the
correlation between the sons' perceptions of their own
attitudes and the fathers' perceptions of their sons' attitudes toward family life.

This hypothesis is not supported.

2L

.....2.2.• c~• t •
3Guilford,

Q.E.•

cit., PP•

182-9!~.
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TABLE II
CORill!~LATION
1
~O'l ALS

PEARSON PRODUC'l'•rWMEN'l' COEFFIOIEN'l' OF'

BE'.CWEEN PERCEPTUAL COLUMN

s.P.F.

s.o.

·.68~H}

S.P.F.

F.o.

-~

Sons' Own.

S.P.F.-- Sons' Perceptions of Fathers.
F.O~

-- Fathers' Own.

F.P.s.-•'Bt-~}

F'.P.S.

.,40~H~

•34U·

•44~Hi

.18
.!:)8~H~

Abbreviations:

s.o.

F .. o.

Fathers' Perceptions of Sons.

Significant at the .01 level.
Significant at the

.05 level.

Hypothesis three states

t~hat

the correlation between

the f'a:thers' perceptions of their own attitudes and the
fathers' perceptioris of their sons' attitudes will differ
f~om

the correlation between the sons' perceptions of their

own attitudes and the fathers' perceptions of their own
at;titudes toward family H.fe.

r.i.'his hypothesis is not

supported.
Hypothesis four states t;hat the correlation between
the fathers

t

perceptions of their

OvJn

attitudes and Of their

sons' attitudes will dlf!'er f'rom the correlation between the
sons 1 per•oeptions of their fathers 1 attitudes and the
fathers

1

life.

'l'his hypothesis is supportedJI since the difference in

perceptions of their• sons' attlt.udes toward family

correlation coefficients does exceed the .01 level of sigtiificance.

'l'he correlation between the fathers' perceptions of

their own attitudes and the fathers' perceptions of their
sons' attitudes was greater than the sons' percepti.ons of
their fathers' a.ttU;udes and the fathers' perceptions of
their sons' attitudes.
Hypothesis ft ve states that t;he correlation betwe.en
the sons' perceptionn of ·their own attitudes and ·the fathers'
perceptions of their

O\~.n

attitudes will differ from the

·correlation between the sons' perceptions of their own
attitudes and the fathers' perceptions of their sons'
attitudes.

rnlis hypothesis is not supported.

42:·.
Hypothesis six states that the correlation between
the fathers' perce1)tions of the sons' attitudes and the sons'
perceptions of their fathers 1 atti·tudes will differ from the
correlation between the fathers' perceptions of their own
attitudes and the sons' perceptions of their fathers'
attitudes.

'£his hypothesis is not supported.

Hypothesis seven states that the correlation between
the fathers' perceptions of their sons' attitudes

&ld

the

sons' perceptions of the fathers' attitudes will differ from
the correlation between the sons' perceptions of.

th~ir

own

attitudes and the father·s' perceptions of. theiz• sons •
attitudes toward family life.

This hypothesis is not

supported.
Hypothesis ei@ht states that the correlation between
the sons 1 perceptions of .their own attitudes and the sons'
perceptions of their fathers' attitudes will differ from the
cor:r•elation between the sons' perceptions oi' their own atti.tudes and the fathers' perceptions of their own attitudes
toward family life.

'l:his hypothesis is supported, since the

difference in correlation coefficients does exceed the
level of significance.

.05

The correlation between the sons' own

perceptions and the sons• perceptions of their fathers•
attitudes was grea.t;er than that between the sons • perceptions:
of' their own attitudes and the fathers' perceptions oi' their
own attitudes toward family life .•
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Statistics
a.u.thorita.t•iar.~..

~~hen

continuum of d2mocratic• !£•

the responses given by the interviewees

were pl&oed on the democratic-to-authoritarian continuum as
determined by the interview judges, the higher the response
. score, the.more demoo1•atic it was perceived.

When the

responses to the fifty directional items were totalled the
follo~dng

means were found.

~l'he

highest mean.• hence it would

appear the most democratic,. was the father's oNn response.
r.l1he next highest was the mean for the

his son.
responses.

father~

s percept ion of

The next highest mean was that of the sons' own
'l1he lowest mean total wa.s the sons' perception

of fa:t.her; please see rrable III.

By co.mptlting an Analys:i.s of

Var•iance4 of the totals of the directional perception totals
it; was found that more variance exist)ed between ·t;he different

perception totals than wi th:tn the perception totals.
variance was significant at the

.05

The

level.

To find what differences existed between the four
perceptual replies of each set of fathers and sons, the
Wilcoxon Sign .. rank

~rest

of Differences;; was used.

~~his

procedure employs the use ot.' ·the differences in the responses
given by the interviet.zees in each pair• as coded on the
au thori tarian···to-democratic continuurn rather than using a

~'Guilford,

S.H2.•

C)
~Guilford, ££•

ill•, PP • 2;)7-83 •

£!!.,

PP•

251-52.
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T.ABLE III
I~1EM TOTALS OF PERCElJTIONS ON
1
AUTHORI~ Al1IAN•TO·DEMOCRA'l IC CON 1£INUUM

DIRECTIONAL

rrllE

1

MEANS OF
1

!HE

TO'.J.IALSoJ~.

STANDARD
DEVIA'l'ION

J?athers' Own Perceptions

171.86

1.3 .51

Fathers' Perceptions of Sons

170.1'/

1.3.49

Sons• Own Perceptions

166.81

12.62

Sons' Perceptions of Fathers

163.98

14.09

11-

The higher the total, the rnore delnocra·tic the response.

test of differences for the mean totals of all pairs.
p:r•ocedtu~e

This

tt\ke,s into consld.eration the e:Ktremes which may

occur i.n two

pairs:~

but

'!i~Jh~.. ch

l'JOUld be averaged out by each

other if the difference ·!;otals were

Uk1ed.

results of thi.s test of differences are

1.'he numerical

l .. eported

on Table IV.

The results of this procedure were used to find whether or

not hypotheses nine thi'ough fourteen were su.pported or not.
Hypothesis nine sta.tes tha:ll the Elons' perceptions of

their m..m. attitudes and the fathers' peJ:•ceptions of their

cn.,n att:t tudes toHar•d family l:tfo vJill. differ on the Bl.:.tthori

ts.l~ian ... to-democl"atic

t.)f

continuum.

On the basis of the results

thij) Wilcoxon. procedurl:} this hypothes:t.s is suppor·ted in.

that the sons

t

perceptiolJ.S of their own a:ttitude~i l'>~ere fou.nd

to be mo:r.e democratlc at th<?;l .01 lf:wel ..

Hypothel.l>is ten stB.tes that the fe.thel"S' pe.tvceptions
of their• sons' fe.mily life attitudes e.nd the sons' percep·t.ions of their Ot,?n att;:ttt.tdea toward family life will differ

on the at-lthoritnrian-to-democr.a.tic conti.nuum.

.l'his

1

hypothesirg la no·!; supported, since the differences raere found
·~o

be not signLt:':l.oant ..

Hypothesis eleven sta.tos ·cha'G the :tat1hers' perceptions
of the:tr o-vm. u.tti tudes toward famlly life t:md the sons'
perceptions of ·their fathers

1

a.ttitudea toward family life

will differ on the authoritar:l.an-·t;o ... democra.tic continuum.
l'his hypothesis is supported, as the results were significant

1
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Wilcoxon Sign-rank test of differences between the scores in
the directional perceptual columns using a two-tailed test.
T.05 ::: 29.5
T.02 ::: 26.$
T .01 = 245

s.o. I s •.P.F.
s.o. I F.O.
s.o. I F.P.s.
S. P.F. I F.o.
S.P.F, I F.r.s.
F.o. I v'.P.s.

T =
T =

-260.5 significant at the

T

=

351·5

r,r

=

197 • .$ significant at the .01 level.

r.r =
'll

=

not significant.

271.5 significant at the
·310.,5 not significant.

Sons' Own

S.P.F.-- Sons• Perceptions of Fathers.

F.o. -F .P .s .... -

level.

216.0 significant at the • 01 level •

Abbreviations:

s.o. -·

.o5

Fathers' Own.
F'athers' Perceptions of Sons.

.05

level.
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in~hat

the sons' perceptions of their fathers' attitudes

we:r.e .f'onnd to be

mor~e

democratic at the .01

l(~Vel.

Hypothesis twelve sta.tes that the fathers' perceptions
of their son.s' att:i.tudes toward famlly llt'E:l and the sons'
lH~rcept:lons

of t;heix• father•s'

will differ on the

e.ttitudr~s

towar•d family life

authoritarian~to-democratic

continuum.

'11hls hypoth.esls is supported, as the result.s "'>Jere a igniflcarl'i',;

in that the sons' p•srcept.:t.ons of' their ff).tha:ra attitudes were
found to be more democratic at the

.o.5

level.

Hypothesis thirteen ata.tes that the ,sons' perceptions
of their Oiv:n attitudes totHU:'d family life and the sons'

perceptions of their fathers' family life attitudes will

differ on the a.utb.oritar-ian ... to-democra.l;;ic contlnuam.

'l'b.is

hypothesis is su,pported 1 as the I'esttlts wer•e signiflcant in

that ths sana' poraaptions of their fathers' attitudes ware

i'o1.1nd to be more democratic at the .02 lovel.
Hypothesis fOl.:trt;een att>d,tHJ that the fathers'

perc~~P ...

tions of their sons' attitudes toward family life and the
.fat;hers' pt::Jrcept:tons of ·the:Lr own family life attitudes will
differ on tb.e au thol.. :U;aria:n•to•democx•atlc cont:i.nuu.m..

1'his

hypothesis is not :supported, since the difl'e:t:•f;nces were fou.nd
to be not. signif:'Lcant.
llitistics

r,~,.a~rding ~

£l.!il scale.

'£he statistical

procedure used with the full scale of seventy items in theil..
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original state, i.e., the replies as given by the interviewees
without the question of democratic-to-authoritarian continua
being considered, was the Chi Square.6

Each of the seventy

items was analyzed using a two by two Chi Sqtlare to see if
significant differences existed among the answers given.

'l'he

answeilS were judged to be either in "perfect agreement, it
t~hich

included the same response t;Si ven + or ... 1, or disagl"ee•

ment, which included differences greater than the "perfect
agreement" range.

In the comparison of the sons' own and

fathers' percep'tiions of sons and the fathers • own and the
sons* perceptions of fathers, only three of the seventy items
wore found to reach the

.05

level and beyond; these were

:t tems twen·ty-five, thil.. ty-six, and .forty-two.
Item twenty-five concel"ns the source of the fathers•
sex education; the level of difference here was .01.

Item

thirty-six regards what areas of marriage the father and son
feel \ are most important for the son to d1.souss with his
.fiancee before marx•ia.ge; the level of difference was

.05.

Item .forty•two concerns whether or not the respondent .feels
it is all right for a son and his fiancee to engage in heavy
petting; here the level of diffex•ence was

.o;; •

'When the sons' own and the sons • perceptiions of
fathers and fathers' own and fathers' perceptions of sons
6

Guilford, Q£•

~.,

PP• 236·37.

were compared, 'Ghe only :i.tem which provod signi.fi.c.ant s.gain.
'ft.Jas item tlventy··fi.ve.

rJ~his

was

tl.. ue a.J.so ·Hhen the sons' own

and fathers' own and the sons' perceptions of fathers and the
fathers' perceptions of sons were compared.

number of signl.f'lcent

di:fi'f•n•enclf'~s

own and the sons t per•ceptlons of

The leJ:•gest ·

was found 1.-Jhen t1he sons'
f'at.ber~.:1

tvere compared w:i..th

the sons' perceptions of fathers and the fathers' perceptions
It 1-wuld be expected /that t.he number.• of s ignlflca11t

of sons.

di.fferences to be .found by cho.nce uslng the ChJ

procedu.:c•e i>Jould exceed

·t;;~venty

ln nu.mber,.

·tes·t.s of significance exceeded the
one could r.,t'li8.ch some

import~rnce

these and other comparisons

.05

Squar·(~

Since seY,3nty-fi.ve;

leV·91 it would seem

to these findings.

pl.E~B.se St?<$

For

'1' able V.

An additional statistical procedure was used with the
f~ll

scale of seventy items.

The responses given to inter-

view questionr;J wer·e c.ompar•sd for· agreeme:a.t w.i th "perfec·b
ag:t,eam.en.t"

bet 7A~E•Iim

son totalled.

the pe:rc.eptions + or - 1 for each compari•

These totals were then subjected to the

·lrjl lcoxo1'..l Sign,-.. r>~mk test of diffe:t•ences to find i_f s:lgnifice.nt

differences e.xlsted
scores.

or

b(:Dt~oJe~m

tho total "perfect

agl,<:"l~?ment"

the six. possible perceptual comJ)int:;.t:i.on.s

th:t."*e~'l

rJer'(:' found to be Bignif:i.oantly diffel"ent; and t1hree were found
to be not Bignificant..

~ehese

results are not ident1.cal. with

those .found. vJhen the srune statistical procedul"'e was used with
the total of t.he d:trectiona.l perception 1 te:rns on the

'l'ES~r

OF

DIFFER:Ii:NClGS~HH~

CHI SQUARE OF NONDIHECTIONAL

1

PEHCEP~ ION

ITEMS

Squa1~e prooedu.I•e was used to find what significant differences existed among the responi:les given by the
fathers and sons from each of tt~o perceptuaJ. attitudes.

'11he Chi

ITEI"i SO/S.PF
NO FO/FPS

1

0.70

2

.oo

3

1.93

4
5

1.11

SO/FO
SPF/PPS

SO/SI"F
SO/P,O

FO/FPS
FO/FPS
SPF/FP8 SO/FO

SO/SPF
SPF/FPS

.05

1.11

2.38

.01

.oo

2.31

3.5L~

.23

8.351m

.04

.OJ

.OJ

3.42

.14

2.76

6

.05

.22

~.• 01~t·

4.51-i~

4.81-lt-

,3.6,5

7

.,36

10.80·lH:-

.47

l6.1Q~B~

8

1.11

1.,31

.11

11.41*··l~,

.56

2.0.72iH~

9

1.11

.03

2 • .31

.23

£3,J5iH¢

10

.17

1.44

.00

.17

17 •36i~*

11

.15

.02

2.21

3.36

3·44

2.09

12

.26

.10

2 • 40

1. 41

L~ .143~

• 48

13

.11

.21

1.18

1.03

1.98

11~

1.00

.,39

1.03

2.59

• 75

2 • 3 t~

.oo

2.00

4. 46 ;:.51

.4.8
.oo
•05

15

J.,!56

1.11

16
17
~HH~

.29

1,7,5

Key to abbreviations on page

3.54
12.J7·~H}

8,84·:H't

53.

.02

.29

2.20

.02
22.29~H~
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~}ABLE

I'J:Ii~l

SO/S:PF'

SO/FO

NO

F'O/F'PS

SPF/PPS

v

(continued)

SO/SPF
SO/FO

FO/Fl?S
SPlliFPS

16

.1'7

1.2'(

.rt

,3.82

19

.26

.02

1.20

1.41

20

.15

.0)

.1,3

,3.36

21

.1'(

.52

.1'1

22

2.4.9

.19

23

.41

24
25

FO/FPS
SO/PO

SO/SPF

SPF/F'PS

.oo

2.,38

,., 52

.40

•/

r.:.·,

2.09

5.90·l,,

.oo

3·4.3

.19

1 •::>t:1

1.44

.07

.22

.)6

• 6Qv

l.5G

.03

.17

.02

).861:·

l2.60~H~

6.1_5:.;.

11 ·• ::.>r.:.;;·····
'>r~•

.02

.0,3

26

.24

.62

1.1'7

.84

2.43

2~1

3·5~-

.lJ

1.99

7 .00-lH~

.26

19 5'7'·'".

20

.10

.oo

• )8

• [J'l

.17

29

.19

.L~4

.1.5

.53
4·• 26"
,

,69

2.• .• 6';1
t:.

30

.,37

.oo

,3.24

• .37

1 •Lt.;_~
I f:!

31

.oo

.15
.oo

3 .86ii·

~

32

1.01

.12

1.01

{) • ::.>.
t:.''{ {(·

33

.04

.0,3

1.a~,

J.96~}

34

1.!~7

.• 49

•'79

35

.62

.10

J(>

.91

3/1

1.02

38
.39

.::.

..

5.~.6~~

,3.81

*~"'

2.,38
1.3. ~-6~Hr

.

.19.
..,~.,,

.3 .86-ir

1.~.02·lt-

.oo
42

12.60·:1-i~

,3.36

.11

8,95-lH}

.10

.]'l

.2,3

.OJ

.10

2.92

.02

.60

3.39

• c;

5"

1.56

20 .00-JB}

.11

2.01+

• ,52

.oo

.04

.0,3

1.47

~-·

0',)~·-·
;;..

~·

':J
(;.e

3.20

42.00-lH}

2.1,3

2.04.

.oo

3 .96it

1.97

3.20
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TABLE V (continued)
ITEM SO/SPF
NO

FO/FPS

SO/PO
SJ.:•Ji'/FPS

SO/SPF
SO/FO

FO/F:tS
SPF/FI1S

PO/FPS
SO/FO

SO/SPF
SPF/F:PS

7- • 6}t.iB~

.os
.oo

1.14

.69

6 .J9il-

·3'7

.17

.os

3 .89ir

1.10

1.17

.24

.10

.86

.84

1.98

.19

.27

.14

3 .961t-

·33

,3.20

4~-

.04
.57

.26

.57

4•6J?r

.oo

8 • JO·•u•,
an.

45

.68

.oo

1.29

1.80

.10

~--59~~-

46

.60

.,38

1.93

.19

.)8

1."46

47

.,36

.08

.o8

.11

2~t.38

48

.68

1.91+

1.52

.98

4-14-~~

.OJ

49

.96

.22

.96

1.65

5 .ol~~

;$0

2 • .::38

.23

~10

.oo

. oo
4.• 0}~~

;)1

.12

.02

2.02

2.07

,3.09

1.20

$2

.03

.02

1,96

1.26

2.4-.3

.92

53

.70

.05

.05

3 .89i~

1.11

1.17

.5~-

1.87

,60

~.• 4._5ir

,3.18

.60

9 .,52iH~

55

2 • .31

.OJ

c.;.t(';f\
9 • T'r"

2.98

2..90

20 .06-!Bt·

56
57
58

1.25

.60

,66

1.06

.10

4·.50{1-

.1.5

.10

.3•45

L~. 7;);~

2.21

6 • 5°~'
Q,r

.15

.41

2.92

4· '7 !)~l·

1.78

6 .58{~·

.59

.11

2.40

4.67~~-

1.34

6.ll·lt-

.69

60

1.97

.49

.11

1.27

1.18

•. 06

61

• 79

2 • .57

.17

j.69

1.67

7. 71·31-*

40

41
42
4.3

~

• •

91·1l·
4\t

2.69

5.3
:rABLE
l'£1!:1'1.

NO

SO/SPF
FO/FPS

SO/FlO

SPF/FPS

v (continued)

SO/Sf'11'

SO/FO

!'10/J?:t:S
SPF/FFS

1~'0/F'.i:'S

SO/FO

SO/S.Pii'

. SPF/FPS

62

.oo

.!~.1

.41

. 4.02~~

.4.1

4.02~~

63

.03

1.67

.37

3.40

.62

4.09·:~

64
65

.11

.96

.1.7

.52

12.821Hi-

.4.7

.11

.2'1

.0.3

5 .01-1~

66

.3ell

1pl8

4.91·*

11.0)-!Hl•

.27

25.9)-lHI-

67

l.li.J.

.38

5 .)7ir

7 ,87iH~

1.78

14•97iHi-

68

.56

.06

.28

9 .31·:Hr

.o5

14.88iH}

69

.13

.91

3·33

.12

4. 73i~

70

1.()7

.02

.49
4.• 45it-

3.18

.60

9 •52-IH!-

iHt~~-

10.02~H~

2. 451

=

.01 level of' significance.
= .05 level of significance.

Abbreviations~

s.o. --

Sons' Own.

S .P .F ....... Sons • Per•ceptions of F'athers.

F.o. ••

Fathers• Own.

F • .P.S.-· Fathers• Perceptions of Sons.
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demooratic .... ·to•authorl·ta:rian con·tinumn,

~'hose

found to be significant at the .01 level we:re
and the sons

t

combinations
th~

sons• own

perceptions of' fathers and ·the sons' per•oep-

tions of fathers and the fathers' perceptions of sons.
fathEu•s 1 ot·m. and the

father~'

pel?cept:J.ons of sons

to be signi:t'ica.nt at the .02 level,

t~e:r·e

The
found

1.'he other ·three

perceptual combinations were found to be not significant;
please see Table VI.
II.

CLINlCli.L FINDINGS

The rnajol"l cJ.lnical finding of the study vJas that the

ma.jor•i ty oi' :f'at;herl:) a:1.1d sons had ei thGr never had the
opportunity or never taken theopportunity to discuss

explicitly the vital questions of family life attitudes.

It

seems particularly r•evea.ling that; in thirty-two of the fox•ty•

two pairs of inter•viewees the interviewer received rollow ... up
comments from either ·the rather or t:,he son.

'.l:his major

loading of follov1-ups initiated by clients was r·eoeived
usually within one \-Jeak of the conclusion or both inte:r:views.
'1.1hese reactions u:nifot•mly wex•e that the fathel,. and eon had

made an opportunity after the interviews to ge·t; together and

to discuss both their own indi vidua.l answers and the answers
they had felt the other would make to the questions.
comment regardlng those father•son conversations

was~

The usual
"That

conversation was the longest and most fruitful conversation
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~'ABLE

VI

Wilcoxon Sign-rank test of. differences between the
total perfect agreement scores in the perceptual columns
{seventy items)
'1'.0.'5 :::
'11 .02::::;

279.4
261.7

T.Ol ::: 232.4

s.o. I S.P.F
T = -179.5
T ::: -1+38 .5
s.o. I F .o.
T ::: 286.5
s.o. I F.P.S.
T ::: 323.5
S.P.F. I F'.O.
S.P.F. I F.P.S. T = 186.0
:I' ::: 234.5
F.o. I F.P.s.
1

•

1

significant at the .01 level.
not significant.
not; significant.
not significant.
significant at the • 01 level •
significant at the .02 level.

Abbreviations:

s.o ....

Sons• Own.

S.P.F' ... Sons' Perceptions of Fathers.
F.O. - F'athers t Own.
F.P.S. - Fathers' Perceptions of Sons.
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t-HJ

have ever• had. tt
'l1he int;ervielnJS with the fathers took s ig.nlfica.n tly

longer than the interviews with the sons.

ln thirty-six of

the forty-two pairs the fathers' interviews were
hour- longexo than the sons

1

inter•vievw.

~t

least one

In six of these cases

the fathers' interviews exceeded their sons' interviews by
two hour•s or• more.

By means of the Curnulatlvr;; Binomial

Pr•obab:U.ity JJiatribut1on 7 these differences are found to be
significant at 'trw .01 level.
During the :tnter•views Nl·tJh the fathers tho interviet-Jer

observed an increase in

intere~~t

viewed fathers when they

were~

on the part of th.e

inter·~

asked to respond to the

questions as they felt their sons would respond.

In some

cases this increased inter•est:; shown on the part. of the
fathex•s was accompanied by an increase in gestur•es and

exvressions of doubt and frustration.
Dur:i.ng the inter·views

l·Ji th

the sons e:'Lght of the s omi

interviewed expressed amazement th.at the

interviewEn~

had been

able to persuade their father::l to ansHer nthese questlon,"
th<'? quest.ions

pel~taining

to var:l.ous aspects of

8BX

education

and activity.
Dtu~ing

interviews with both .fathox's and sons in twenty-

th:r•eo cases, t".ihen questions 1>1ere aBked pertain:i.nt:; to such
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non-threatening items as who should be in charge of the
family's financial matters, the responses were in terms of
"the man" or "the woman" or nthe husbandn or "the wi!'e.tt
However, when the questions pertained to se.xu.al activity
either before or after mar1•iage the responses were stated in
terms of

11

the boy 11 or ••the girl."

'l'hese response differences

were consistent tlwoughout the course of the

stud~.

~he

interviewer did not tabulate the instances which occurred
during the first nineteen interview pairs.

During the first

nineteen interview pairs these response differences did
occur, but the interviewer did not attach importance ·t;o the
occurr•ence until it was repeated several times.

At this

juncture the interviewer perceived the importance of the
response differences and commenced a tabula.t:l.on of such
oc cu:r:•rences.
Another reaction which occurred during the interviews
with seven sons

~1d

four fathers occurred when question

forty-five in the interview guide, '1In. the case of premarital
pregnancy, do you feel that either the unwed father or the
unwed mother is more a moral failure than the other?" was
asked.

These eleven individuals expressed surprise at the

term "unwed fa.ther 11 and reported to the interviewer that they
had never heard the term or, evidently, considered the
concept before.
mother, u however.

'l'hey were familiar with the term "unwed
In all oases the fathc.::rs and the sons
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requested a report from the interviewer of how the entire
sample responded to these questions.

CHAP'l'ER V
DISCUSSION

The study sample was drawn :from fathers and their sons
whose financial situa:tion enabled th,e sons to attend a

private university which has su:hstantia.l tuition costs.
rathel"s and sons

w~n"e

'l:he

from intact families who had not been

exposed to problems inherent in cases of separ&ltion and
dlvorce.

To fulfill the purposes of the study a primary

consideration

1'11tilS

to determine what relationships exist

(1) male college students' perceptions of their

among:

Ol-1U

attitudes toward family life, (SO); (2) their fathers'
perceptions of thei:r own

attitud~s

tot.Jtard fmnily lj.fe, (FO);

(3) male college students' perceptions of their fathers'
attitudetl toward family life, (SPF'); and (lj.) their fabhers'
perceptions of their sons • att:J.tudes toward family life,

(FPS).

When reaching conclusions in a study a necessary

caution must be observed that such conclusions relate to the

sample studied and are not necessarily applicable to all
comparable groups •.
I.

CONCLUSIONS BASED UPON S'J:ATISTICAL '.l.'Rlt:A'l'MENT

When comparing the stated attitudes expressed in
response to the interview questions several conclusions
a.ppear to be supported by these responses.

IJ!he first major
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conclusion is that the communication between fathers and
their sons is less than is necesse.ry for a realistic exchange
of information and attitudes.

For confirmation of this

conclusion it should be noted that the responses given to
questions three and four in the interview indicate that the
sons feel closer to their mothers, not to their fathers.

The

responses to question ten show that the sons do not reveal a
true understanding of how their fathers feel about their
position in the world of wor•k.

In questions nineteen f.tnd

tvJen·ty the fathers felt that the sons wanted an automobile
upon high school graduation, while the sons' own responses
and that o:f' their fathers indicated that they felt sons
should have a car when they enter college.

Regarding paying

for t;he car and expenses, the sons felt that they should pay
for the cost of the car in addition to expenses, but the
.fathers felt that the sons would not be willing to pay for
the car.

In question twenty-nine the sons responded that

there had been no change in the father-son r•ela.tionship since
they had entered college, yet they perce;l,ved that their
fathers would react as they did react, i.e., tha·c they were
closer in their relationships since their sons started
college.

Perhaps the key to the matter of communication can

be found in the responses to question thirty; which asks,
11

When you need extra money for personal reasons and ask your

rather for it, what is his usual reaction?"

All stated

attitudes showed agJ."eement that, although the :f'a there l-WUld
usually give them the money, they would demand an explanation.
A given explanation was not necessarily the actual reason for
the need for 11ddi tional money, but 1 t would be one tllhich the
father.• a would accept.

Pel"•haps much of the comrnunicatiion

between fathers and sons has been keyed to this par·ticular
level, i..e., to x•espond, not as you tr•t-1ly feel, but as your
fat;he:t:• would want you to l."aact.
A second major conclusion vJhich would appear to be

supported by the responses given t;o the interview questions
regards

thE~

double standard.

1 his is especially eviden-t in

11

the responses given to questions fifty-seven and fifty-eight
regax•ding t-Jhether or not the husband and ·t.he t-'llife should have
certain confidences which they sbould keep f':r•om their partner.
When qlHHl·tioned rega:r•ding whether the husband should huve

certain confidences, which he lteeps from his t-Jife, the sons
i.n th€dr own sta:ted a:tititudes tended to hedge wit;h their

responses in that they felt it depended upon the particular
con.fidence.

When questioned about whether or not the wi t'e in

tho marriage should have certain confidences, which she keeps
from her husband, the sons responded that no confidence should
be kept from the husband.

Other clinical evidence terld.ed to

support this conclusion, although the .fathers and sons gave
stated responses which denied the:t:r• support of the double
sts.nde.x•d.

These par•ticulstr responses, questions fifty-serven
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and fi.f'ty-e:i.ght, indicate that within this saxr1ple a double
standard still exists.
A third conclusion which tends to be supported by the
responses to the interview questions is that of a pz•oposed
relaxation of sexual restrictions after a couple has become
engaged.

In questions thirty-eight through

forty~three

the

responses reveal that although restrictions still do seem to
exist regarding sexual activi.ty bef'or•e engagement, the male
considers these to be relaxed after the engagement takes
place;.

The one exception was the sons' perceptions of

fathers' family life attitudes.
When considering the results of the previous compari•
sons, please see Chapter IV, the environmental forces in
such diff'erences are diff'icult to assess.

Considering ·the

first hypothesis, in which the sons' perceptions of their own
attitudes related more significantly to their perceptions of
their fathers• attitudes than did the fathers' perceptions of
:their ow:n attitudes and their perceptions of their sons'
atti.tudes, perhaps mor•e ·than one obatacle should be considered.
~he

apprehension of loss of love as an obstacle is

apparently a greater psychological hazard for the father.
'l'he father may be more apprehensive of the :rejection of the

relationship than the son is, but his is conditional upon two
assumptions:

(a) that the f'a.ther does not have greater

tolerance for disagreement, and (b) that the son has an equal

tolerance fo1.. disagreement.
It would ha·ve to be a<.imi tted that a. younger person
could have less tolerance for disagreement, and, therefore,
the hypothesis might have to be tested for d:l.fference in
capacity for ambiguity.

A contrary variable might be, how-

ever, that adolescents may at tunes be more flexible and less
conservative t.han people at what is sometimes ca.lled the
nchange of life," wher•e, again, threat and disillt.lsionment
may increase, and tolez•ance

f.ol~

ambiguity decrease.

It would

be impossible in this study to do more then vecognize rather
than attempt comparative l-Jeightings of these possible
variables.
Amechanical factor which must be considered when
comparing the correlations between. ·the perceptions concerns
rater perspective, i.e., when the same person makes two
ratings, as opposed to when ·two different people make two
ratings, the for•xner are likely to be closer together on the

average from the sheer luechanicaJ. fact the.t any given rater
tends to use a particular pattern when using a rating scale.
'.l.1his does not occur in hypothesis number one, since both

cor.rels:tiona being compared were made by the same person.

In

hypothesis t·wo ·there a:re two corr•elat:l.ons being compared, and
in each correlation ·the comparison is between ratings made by
two raters..

Hypothesis thl:•ee Sind follr conta.in the possi•

bility of rater contamination.

'rhe two correlations being
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compaJ:•ed are a correlation made between the ratings of one
individual and a
different raters.

co:t~relation be·tween
~'his

ratings rna.de by two

occtu•s in hypothesis eight also.

It

would seem no coincidence that in the case of these three

hypotheses, hypothesis three, hypothesis four, and hypothesis
eight~

that the differences between the correlations contain

the most significant diff'e:r•ences between any sets of co:r•relations.

Hypothesis six which does not contain this possibility

of' contarnination, since both sets of perceptions to be
corz•ela.ted are by different raters, yields as significant a
diffe:r~ence

between the two cox•relations as the

th:~:•ee

hypotheses which contain this possibility of con·tamina.tion.
'.rherefore, this possibility of contamination may not jeopar•
d,ize the results, but, nevevtheless, it should be bor•ne in
mind as a possible influence.

In

con~sidering

the hierarchy of the corl.. elations

betvseen the perceptual attitudes of the

f~.d;;he1•s

sons, sorne interesting comparisons arise.

and their

'l'he highest

correlation is bet.ween the sons • m11.n perceptions and t.he
sons' perceptions of their :father•s; the second highest is the
correlation between the i'athers' own and ·the fa·thers'

perceptions of

t~heir

so:..1.s.

Th.ese higher• corr•elations

COilld

be due to rater contamination, discussed above, since both
ratings were made by the same perlson.

However•, when consi-

dering the ot;he.r four col.. I'elations this possibility of
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contamination is not found, since they correlate the perceptions of

t\~o

different individuals.

The third highest;

correlation in this hierarchy is that of the sons• perceptions

of their fathe.t•s s.nd t;he fa.the:t's' own perceptions.
highest

col~rele:t;ion

the father£

t o~Jn

cant diffex•.ence

is between the sons

perceptions.
fl'OX\1

1

'I'he nex.t

own par•ceptlons and

Next highest and of signifi-

it;s complementary correlation is that of

the sons' own perceptions and the fathers' perceptions of
their sons.
perceptions

'l'he lowfH.I't corx•elation is that of ·t;he sons'
Of

their .fs:t;he:t•S and ·the fathers I perceptions Of

their sons; this correlation being f'ar below any significant

level.

It would seem that .when comparing ·these percept ions

one could come to a tentative conclusion that the sons
perceive theil"' fathers' family life a.tti tudes with greater

accuracy tihan do the

fV-.thel"~L

perceive their sons' family life

atti"t;udea.
At)Other lntel•esting i)inding is that the sons t own

perceptions and the fathtu"ts'

ow11

pez•ceptions lie in the

middle ground of cor•r•elatiorJ.al significance, whel.'leas how t.hey
pt:ll"cei·lfe each othots family life attitudes lies at a very lo·w

level of cox•relational significance.

In effect, it• would

soem that the:t:r• ow11. attitudes toward family life ax•e much
clost~r

than how they

p~H·ceive

each ol;hel."•

£he implications

1

for• communication bet·ween ·che fathers and the sons a.r·e
evident by this cox·rela.tlonal comparison as l.'l!ell as in the
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clinical observation.

~'he

implica·tion v1ould seem to be that

the fathers' and sons' own attitudes are much closer and hence
a factor of cultural drift between the generations appears to
be less than each generation a.sswnes it is.

A caution regarding means should be noted here..

If. an

investigator were to stop his statistical procedures with the
raw data which were available in this study concerning the

total .means on the aut;lJ.ori ta:t•ia.n·to-de:m.ocrati.c continuum, he
mi.ght conclude fz•om ·the hio:r•archy of' total means, :t.e.,
fathers' own highest, fathers' perceptions of sons, sons' own,
and sons' perceptions of fathers, that the fathers' percep-

tions t'>lere mo:t•e democratic than
their sons.

of the pel"oeptions of

eithtn~

Howeve1.. , by cal'"rying the statistical p:rooedu:r.es

one step furthtll", one may .find the fallacy from. drawin.g

concltl.aions simply frorn total means.

In this study when the

statlatloal proc3edures were carried the one step further, end
the

p~:H•ceptions

were compEt:r:•ed pair by pair, item by item,

diffet•emt conclusions could be reH:lched.

In this case, us:i.ng

the second statistical procedure, it was found that the sons'
own perceptions were significantly more democratic than the
fa:lihers ' own.
~t

is interesting to note that the relationships

between fa.thers and sons, in ·chis sample, bear a direct
1•elationship t<.> ·the mothers.

When the census information

was compo.red wlth the responses €;iven by both fathers and
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sons, the high.est i>elat ionshlps

t~Jere

not with such factors as

differences in ages between fathers and sons, the educational
ba.ckground of' the fathers, the occupational classification of
the fathers, but with such items as how active the mothers
were in extra-family acti vi. ties or whethel"' or not they had
been employed aftex• marriage.

Since these significant

comparisons exceeded those whlch cot.tld be expected by chance,..
some importance

COllld

well be attached to their• occurrence.

From the above relationships it would seem that the

democratic actions of the fathers toward the mothers related
significantly to t.he sons • a.tti tudes ·toward family life.
This wollld seem to

oonfirl'n~

for this sample 11 that rami ly life

atti·t;udes may be learned by example and also by direct
instruction.
One variable which proved inaign:H'ioant in the ~eslllJcs

of this study, but which pl'•ior to the study was considered as
a poss:t ble ma.1or variable,
the study 1r1ere nuclear or

l'lltil.S

whether or not the fa.mi.l1.es in

non-rw.clea~c>

in residence.

The

unimportance of this vari.able could be seen when i tams forty•
six and .forty-seven of the census information tvere co1•related
with the democratic-to-authorita:r:-ian continuum and were
found to be insign:U'icant.
'l'he find:lngs of this study confirm those found in the
study done by Aldous 1 which tested the hypothesis of 1J.lalcott
1

Aldous, 2£•

£!!.,

PP•

43-44.
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Parsons, that youths perceive their fathers as primarily

responsible for their discipline and supervision.

In the

present study the fathers ,,sere not; perceived by their sons as
primarily responsible for• discipline· and supervision.

disc:l.pline function had been moet oftf.ln

carr:t~)d

~l1 he

out by both

parents, and both fathers and sons pex•ceived this function as

one for both parents.
When the sons' and fat;hers' r·esponses we:c•e cmnpared,

on a five point scale, it was found tha.t the
bet1-JEHm

<-~Ol•relations

sons' knowledge of cuse history information x•egarding

the family and the relationship between perceptions of
fathers and sons were insigni.ficant.

It;

W#1S

son to have a very competent knowledge of

th~~

possiblH for the

case h:tstoi•y

information of the fam:J.ly a.nd still not have a very oornpe·tent

perception of horJ his ·rather would respond to questions
regarding family life attitu.des.

'l'he corrf)lation bet1r1een the

sons 1 knowledge of the case history information r•egar•d.ing the

family and the sons' perceptions of the

fathel~s'

attitudes

resulted in a significant negative correlation as did the
correlation between the sons' knowledge of the case history
information regarcUng the family and the fathers 1 perception
of the son' atti·t:;udes toward family life.

Hence o:no oou.ld

conclude that for the s_ample the more the son knew abou.t the
family, the. less each of the partlcipants knE'•W of the other• s
attitudes towa.x•d family life.

Such rela.tionshLp cor.npartsons
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would seem to suggest that

cornmunic~1.tion

between fathers and

sons tn this sample tends to be on a very superficial plane
regarding preparation for family life.

1'here was a high incidence in this sample of responses
from participants who confessed prior lack of open lines of
communication between the· father and the son regarding family
life attitudes.

l'his would seem to suggest the

1

p~JSsibility

that such interviews do hav·e counseling. and therapeutic
values.

The assumption that open channels of co.mmunication

on such topics exist between the generations in a modern
American family does not hold in ·this sam.,Rle.
'.l!he extended time which the interviews with the fathers
in the sample took was primarily cor,tsumed with explana·t;;ions
by the father of his relationship with his son.

'l'his time

use also included explanations or rationalizations by the
father to explain his lack of knowledge regarding his sons•
attitudes toward family life.
'.l!he fathers did not appear to be resentful of clJ.nical
intrusion into their personal lives.

'l'hey tended to express

appreciation for the interest which the interviewer showed
towa:r•d their attitudes and opinions regarding family life.
'.l!hese expresslons fell mainly into the area of grat;itude for
the fact that someone was interestf>d in their participation
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in the rearing of their sons.
althoLtgh

father~~

It would seem to suggest that,
fox~ l .. esearch

have been described as elustve

purposes, td th proper approach they are not only not elusive
but very cooperative sub joct;s f'or resee.rch.

being chosen as subjects for research.

They a.pprecia.ted

It could be said that

fathel..s are elusive only i.n a .me taphorioal sense 1 btHH:iuse

they are not located at home during the working hours.

In

any 11 teral sense of' trying to escape being helpful they are

no·t;.

'l'he study seems to have revealed 1:ns t;ee.d

1:1.

l'ese&u•ch

bias against the inconvenience of using fathers.

.l:he incidence during the :i.ntex•views in thls study of

1

fat.hers and sons uslng different resJ.:>onses for non-threatening
items, as opposed to key questions about sexual activity,
suggests an atti tadinal difference on t;hei:r• par·ti.

It lrJould

seem questions of a non-threatening nature elic:tt responses
which descl'ibe nw.ture roles, i.e., the te1•ms u.se_d Nei•e 11 man,"
nwoman," nhu.sbund, 11 t:.l.nd uwife. 11
tlu.'eut~ning

to

l"Ol<7S

But sexual questlons of a

nrit.ure ::;eem to elicit responses\ which are applied

of' inmu.\ture indlviduals, i.e., "boy" or

the t;e:rm.s ·chen s'olected.

Su.ch

11 g1.r•1''

were

r•esponses lndica te a regx•essi ve

or protective factor might be involved

freque~tly

in the

cult•ure, which prompts the fathers to think of' the:ir eons as
ma:l:iure in some areas of family life but; immature in others,

It would be impossible in thls stt,J.dy ·i;o do more tha.n :t>ecognize

such differences rather than attem.pt to eva.lua:te their
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COlilpa.re.tiYe meanings.

The reactions during interviews regarding the use of
the te1•m 11 ul:med
th.e double

ft.;~.ther"

tend to indicate that in t;his srur1ple

st~;\:r.HlHrd TtJOUJ.d

still seem. to extst.

In each case

vJhel"e su:r·prise was exprea sed x•egarding the tern,, the inter-

viewee was wel.l acquainted with the complementary term and
concept of nu.n"t>Jed mothe1•. n

It would appeEtr that, e.l though

·they did not ovortly e:r.:pr•ess a belief in a double standard,

such a reaot:Uon on t.heir• part might lnd.icate a

r~1sidual

acceptance of the double

st~mdard.

pax•t of the

and would demand addit.i.onal research

investige.~or

to vez)ify or disprov·e.

Thi.s is a. su:i•mise on the

Howev·er, at the J.east 1 t confirms

that cultu.N:.l norms of langl:tage do reflect such a di.chotomy.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMl~NDATIONS

'l'his study was designed to use a structured interview
technique to investigate the perceptions of family life
attitudes of' college male students and their fathers and to
ascertain what possible differences and similari·ties might
exist in these perceptions.

Each of the members of the

selected sample were interviewed individually and were asked
to respond to interview questions designed to elicit
tions of family life attitudes.

percep~

After they had responded by

stating their own perceptions of' their own family life
attitudes they were asked to respond as they felt the other·
member of the pair would respond.

The interview responses

were coded and subjected to statistical treatment, and the
clinical information gained during the interviews was
analyzed for possible implications.

'l'he following are the

conclusions drawn as a result of this study.
I.

CONCLUSIONS

'l1here is a. lack of effective communication between

fathers and their sons in the entire area of family life
attitudes,

Such a. lack of comrriunica·tion in this basic area

would seem of'. greatest ilnportanoe to the individuals involved
and to those who must deal with these individuals.
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College male students seem to understand their fathers
better·than their fathers understand them.
~he

fathers' and sons' own perceptions of family life

a:ttitudes are closer in proximity to each other than either
member of the pair perceives them to be.
'i'he fathers as a group are interested in what their
sons•~attitudes

toward family life are, but unfortunately

they do not seem to be able to discuss them adequately with
their sons.
Both fathers and sons seem to lack information regarding the sources of the sex information of each other.

This

would seem to epitomize an additional lack of communication.
The double standard in areas of morality seems to exist
still.

There is a difference in the behaviot• of males and

females, as perceived by this male sample.
'l'he act of becoming engaged causes a change in
attitudes toward sexual restrictions fo:x• both the son and the
father.

This trend is toward more permissive behavior.

II.
1.

:B1 urther

RECOMMENDATIONS

research should be instigated using the

interview technique in this same field of perception of
family life attitudes using other samples.

'l'he findings and

conclusions of this study were based upon one segment of a
university p'opulation, and broader work is necessary to
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confirm or contradict these conclusions.
2.

Additional research should be carried on among

fathers, since research reviewed in initiating this study
revealed an assumption of elusiveness on the pa:r•t of the
fathers fo:r• research purposes which did not p.r•ove out in
this study.

IJ:heir assistance in research would seem both

necessary and feasible, since an informed and appropriately
scheduled approach does meet wi·ch surprising positive
response.

3.

'£he interview guide developed for this study or

some comparable instrument can be used systematically as a
group therapy stimulus in dealing with fathers and sons.
Further work to explore its usefulness will be necessary,
but on the basis of' the responses of the subjects of this
study the use of such an instrument would seem appropriate
for more than one purpose.

4.

The use of this interview guide or some comparable

instrument could be a point of departux•e to encourage
greater quantity and quality of' communication between fathers
and sons.

5.

Additional research should be instituted to

investigate the continued existence of the double standard
and its effect upon family life.
should be developed i.n this area

6.

More unbiased terminology
concurr~ently.

More data are needed on the extent of relaxation
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of sexual restrictions following engagement, and particularly
the effect of r'elaxation or restrictions upon marriage and
family life.
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APPE:NDIX A.

CASE

If
lN'l'BHVIE'W GUIDE • SON
CENSUS INFOHMA'l1ION

1.

AGF~S:

Your

2.

Birthplace:

ageg

Your father's age:

? Birthplace:

Your mother•s age=

? Birthplace:

GHANDPARENTS;

'!'our. father's parents:

Father:

Living

Deoet:t:sed

Birthplace:

?

Present; residence:t

Mother:

Living

Deceased

B:I.rthplace1

Present residence:
Your motlHn•' s
Father:

pa.1~ontst

Living

Deceased

Birthplace:

?

Birthplace:

?

Present residence:
Mother:

Living Deceased
Present residence:

3·

SI

Bl~INGS :·

YouJ

Older brother:

Younger brothers:

Older sist.ers:

Younger sisters:

Y.oux• father: Olde1• brothers:
Older ::listers:

·your mother: Older brother•s t
Older• sisters:

Younger b:t:•others:
Younger sisters:
Younger bi•others:
Younger sisters:

8.3
8·2

4,

EDUCATION:

You:
You.r

Yei'A!'

in college;

i'~lther£

lVia.jort

Highest grade uti.:;empted;
Diplomas received:

H~A·

'Youl" mothel":

n.s.

Elem.

J.C. B.A.

!)z•,. Other:

Highest grade attempted:

Diplomas received:

Elem.

B.s.

J.

c. B.A.

1"1.A. Dr. Other:
You.r grandparents;

J:i'ather 's father:

Highest grade attemptedt

Diplomas received:

Elem.

B.s. J.C. B.A.

i'1.A. Dr. Others

HigrLest grade attempted:

Diplomas received:

Elem.

H.s. J.o. B.A ..

M.A. Dr. Other:
Mother's .fatheza:
Highest g:t•ade attempted:

Diplomas received:

Elem.
r.J! .A.

Motb.er·~s

H..s.

J.

a.

B.A.

Dr • o·thert

mother:
Highest g1•ade attempted:

Piplomas received:

Elem.

H.s. J,c .

t"l.A. Dr. Other:

B.A.

5,

OCCUPNl1J.ONS:

Your fathe:r•·u purents;
Father• s occupation:

Mother's occupation;

(before marriage)

{after rnar:ria.ge)

Full-time

Part-time

x:·our mother's parents:
Father's occupation:
Mother's occupation:

(before marriage)

(after marriage)

Part ... time

Full-t:i.me
Your pelrents:

Father occupationt
Is this the occupation for which he originally

prepared?

Yes

no

If not, .fol' what

occupa tj.on( s) did he originally prepare?

Mother*s occupation:

(before marriage)

(after marriage)

Full•tlme
Present working?

yes

no

b.,ull•time

6•

F~X'U'i.Awlt,AMJ:LY

ACTIVITIES:

'Your ·father:
~ro

'"hat ox•gs • does he belong?

His a.ttenda.nce?

Meet how often?
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Civic:
Church:
P:t-of'essional/vocationalt
Religious preference:

Attendance:

Your mother:

To vJhat o:rgs, does she belong'?

Meet how often?

Her attendance?
Civic:
Ghurch;
rro!'esslonal/vocati'on.al:
Religious preference;

Attendance:

Your own:
To what orgs. do you belong?

:Meet how often?

Your a.ttendance'l
Religious preference:

7.

Attendance#

ENGAGl!;l\11EN'T AND IVi.ARiLt:AGlt;

How long had your father known your mother before they
tAJere engaged?

llm-J long were they engaged before they we:t>e ma:t>r•ied?
F'ath.r;;rt s age at ntarx•iage'?

lVJ:arriage oe:z•emony:

8.

Mother's?

Civil ceremony

religious

cel~ernony

NUCLEli.H 011 'NON•NUCI&:AH RE;SIJJENCE IPAivliLY:

A.

Where do most of your fathe:t>'s relatives live?
lD

In the same neighborhood.

2.

In the same tot-m.

3.

ln the same general section of the state as
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your parents.

LJ-•

ln the saxne state.

same region of the country.

the cou.ntry.

7.

9.

In the

Scattered around

Out ot the country.

no living relatives.
B.

6.

·5.

Others

10.

8.

He has

Don•t know.

Where do most of your mother's relatives live?
1.

In the same neighborhood.

2..

In the same town.

3· In the same general section of the state as
your parents.

)+•

In the same state.

same region of the country.
the country.

"f.

6.

9.

Other:

In the

Scattered around

Out of the coun·l#ry.

no living relatives.

5.

10.

8.

She has

Don't know.
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I.

S/FPS
INTRA~FAMILY

RELATIONSHIPS:

In general, how well does your father seem to get
along l-Jith your mother• s parents?
1. Very well.

2. Well.

$. Very poorly. 6.

?

3. It depends.

7• Other:

l~.

Pooi•ly.

In general, how v~ell does your father seem to get
along with his parents?
1· Very well.

2.

\~ell.

5. Very poorly. 6.

7

3· It. depends.

7• Other:

4.

Poorly.

In general, how well does your mother seem to get
along with your fa.ther•s parents?
1. Very well.

5.

Very poorly.

2. Well.

6.

?

3· It depends.
7. Other:

4.

Poorly.

In general, how well does your mother seem to get
along with her own parents'i'
1. Very well.

5.
1.

Very poorly.

2. Well.

6.

?

3. It depends.~ 4. Poorly.
7. Other:

Whom were you named after?
1. Father.

relative.

2. Fratex•nal grandfather.

4.

No one.

5.

6. Maternal grandfather.
2.

vJhom

3.

5.

Mother.

..3· No one especially
6. Other:

Whom do you a.drnire most in your family or among
your relatives:
1. Father.

9. Mother.

4•

Maternal relative.
7. Other:

2. Grandfather.

Grandmother.

;>. No one.

(1)

1

do people say you most resemble?

1. F'ather.

4·

.3o Fraternal

2. Brother. 3. Grandfather. L~. Uncle.
6. Aunt. 7. Grandmother. 8. Sister.
10. ? 11. Other:

To whom do you feel closest in your family or among
your relatives?
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~ .
:;;.

(2)

3. Grandfather. 4. Uncle.
7• Grandmother. 8. Sister •

1. :f.!.,ather ..

2. Brother.

9. Mother.

10. 'l

.5. No one, 6. Aunt.

11. Others:

When ther.e are major pr•oblems facing the family,

how often does youx· .father discuss them with you?
1. Never. 2. Seldom, 3• As often as
Usually. ,5. AJ.ways. 6. Other:

h·
6.

(3)

When requiring you to do something, how often does
your father explain the reason for the task?
1. Never.

4.• Usually.
1.

(4)

not~

2. Seldom. 3. As often as not.
5. P.lways. 6. Other:

When you are living at home, how often are you
and your father home together?
1. Quite a bit. 2. Usually some. 3· It depends.
Usually very little. 5. Very little. 6. Other:

4.
8.

Where are your father's evenings usually spent?
1. At home.

2. At home a majority of nights.
4. Usually away from home.
Away from home~ 6. Other:

3. It depends.

5.

9.

(5)

Who is the main source of authority regarding most
matters in the family?
1. Almost always my father. 2. Generally my
father. 3. Shared authority. 4• Generally my
mother, 5• Almost always my mother. 6. Other:

10.

What do you think your father's general feelings
about his work are·~

».,

Likes it very much.

3. Noncom4.• Dis likes
6. Other:

2. Likes it.

nd ttal, neither likes nor dislikes it.

it.

,5. Dislikes it ver•y much.

How well would you say you get along with your
brother(s)?
1 .. Very well.' 2. l~ell. 3· It depends.
Very poorly. 6. Other:

5.

4·

Poorly.
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How well would you fHiy you get along with your
sister(s)?
1. Very well. 2. Well. 3. It depends.
Very poorly. 6. Other:

5.
11.
( 6)

4.

Poorly.

vifhen the family is contemplating a major pur•chase,
such as a new television set, ~~h6 would have the
most sa.y in the decision?

1. Father, mostly.

2. Father, a little more.
4. lV!other, a
;:. !iilother, mostly. 6. Other:

3. J?arent;s would 11ave equal sa.y.
little more.

12.
( 7)

As you were growing up, what was the predominant
type of discipline used by your parents~

1. Punishments and threats. 2. Promises and rewards.
3. Permission and prohibition. 4.. Physical

restraint. ,5. Limiting of spa()e and tools. 6. Direct
appeal. 7. Proximity and tot.tch control. 8. Gestures
of' disappr•oval. 9. Planned ignoring. 10 • Other#

Do you feel that parent control is equally applied
to all members of the family?

1. Most of the time.
depends •

1+• Seldom.

3· It
6. Other:

2. To a major extent.

5.

Hardly ever.

Whom do you feel your parents control more?
1. r.IJ.y older bl•ot;her( s) • 2. l"1y older sister( s) •
4. My younger- sister(s) • .5• Hy younger
brother(s). 6. Other:

3. Me,

Which par•en·t do you feel treats the members of. the
family more equally?
1. My father. 2• Generally .my father.
4• Gener•a.lly my mother • .5. li!J.y mother •

3· It depends.
6 • Other:
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13.
(8)

4

Generally which parent does the actual disciplining?
1. My father. 2. Generally my father. 3• It
depends. 4• Gene:r:•a11y 'my m.other. 5. My mother.
6 •· Oth.ei•:
Are there any comments or recommendations you would
like to make about these last items?

ll.

FATHER-SON RELNl1 IONSHIPS:

14.

In terms of choosing an occupation, who do you
think has had the most influence upon yourdecision?
1. My father.

2. IVJ.y mother. ). My siblings.
My friends. 5. One of my teachers. 6. My
counselor. 7. Someone ·in the profession. 8, Other:

4.

15•
(9)

In deciding upon your vocational choice, did you or
do you discuss various possibilities ~ith your
father?
1. A great deal.

4.
16.

Very little.

2. Quite a bit.

5.

Not at all.

3. Some.
6. Other.

How does your father feel about your working during
the summer months?
1. He expects it. 2. He encourages it. ). It
depends. 4. lie discourages it. 5. He forbids
6. Other:
·

17.

If answered 1, 2, or 3:
the money earned?
1. Save all.

4.
18.

Save some.

it~

What should be done with

2. Save major part. 3. Save half.
5. Swue none. 6. Other:

How much of the expenses of college should be borne
by the pax•ents and by the son?
1. Son all. 2. Son major part ... parents part.
3. I~qual contributions. 4. Parents major part son part. 5. Parents all. 6. Other:
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19.

At what age, .if at all, should a boy have his own

( 10) car?

1. When he is on his own permanently. 2. When he
graduates from college. ,3. ~1en he is. well
established in college. 4. When he en·t;ers college.
5. tvhen he graduates from high school. 6. During
high school. 7. Other:

20.

(11)

If you believe he should have a car before he is on
his own, to what extent should he pay for car and
expenses?

1. Cost of car and all expenses. 2. Earn all
expenses and insurance. 3· Earn part of expenses.
4. Pay only insurance. $. Not necessary to pay
any. 6. Other:
21.
(12)

At what age should a son be pe:t•mi tted to begin
dating?
1. 17·19.

$. Under 8.

22.
(1,3)

2.

14 .. 16. 3·

6. Other:

1 • .Absolutely not.

23.

!~.

8-10.

Should a son disagree Nith his father if he feels
his ideas are right?

4.
(14)

11-1,3.

Occasionally-.

2. Very seldom.

3· It depends.

.5. Absolutely yes. 6. Other:

What would you do if your father strongly objected
to your choice of friends?
1. Give them up. 2. See them occasionally •
.3. It depends. it·• See them in a pi te of his
objections. ,5 .. Ignore him and choose my own friends.
6. Others

24.

Where do you feel the principle source of information e.bout sex for a son should be?
1. His father. 2. His mother. ,3. His brother(s).
His friends. ,5. Book,s. 6. His doctor.
1. His church. 8. His school. 9. Other:
10. Combination, specify which and give priority:
1._2.___3._!~ .. __$._,6._7•.-

4.

25.

\vhat was the principle source for your father 1 s/
son's sex education?

L. ilia father. 2. His mother. 3. His brother(s).
Friends. ,5. Books. 6. His doctor. 7. His
church. 8. School. 9. Other:
10. Combina:tiion, specify which and give priority:
1, . 2................3·
4· .......5. 6. 7.

4.

----

. 26.

~-

_..,..,......._..._..~

What was th.e principle source for your sex

information•/
l. Father.

5.

2. Mother.

3• Brother(s).

4·

Friends.

Books. 6, Doctor. 1. Church. 8. School. 9. Other:
10. Combination, specify which and give priori tyl.

1. ___2.___3. ___4·--->·~6. ___7. ___

27.
(15)

What do you consider the amount of discipline a
twelve-year-old son usually needs?
1. A great deal.
little.

28.
(16)

S.

None.

2. Some. 3· It depends.
6~ Othert .

4.

Very

\~hat do you consider' the best way for a father to
discipline a son, who has re6tlly violated a family
ruly, if the son is twelve years old?

l. Punisl"wents and ·threats. 2. Pr.omises and rewards.
3. Pel"mission and prohibition. 4. Physical restraint.
5. Limiting of space and tools. 6. Direct appeal.
7. l)roxim1 ty and touch control. 8. Gestures .of
disapproval. 9. Planned ignor•ing. 10. Other:

29.

Since you have •tarted to college, do you feel
closer to or more distant from your father than you
did before'?
1. Very n'lUch closer. 2. Generally closer. 3. No
change. 4. Generally move distant. 5. Much more
distant .. 6 • 0 ther:

30,.

(17)

When you need extra money for personal reasons and
ask your father for it, what is his usual reaction?
1. Never gives me extra money. 2, Gives it to me
somet.imes. 3· It depends. 4. Gives it to me, but
wants an explanation. _5. Gives it to me and doesn!t
demand an explanation. 6. Other:

9.3
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31,

(18)

What type of. sex information, if any, should a son
have before he reaches high school?
1. Completely general. 2. Genel"al, mainly. .3· It
depends. 4. Somewhat specific. !). Specific.
6. Other:

.32"

( 19)

Befol"e entering college?

Completely general. 2. General, mainly. 3. It
depends. 4• Somewhat specific. ,5. Spectfic,.
6, Othev:
1~

A:x•e thel"e any comments or recommendations you would

like to .make about these last items?

III •

COUR~'tlliiP

33•
(20}

AND

ENGAGEMEN~.l:

Af·t;er you are engaged, do you feel that you and
your fiancee should have premarital counseling from

a private, religious,
counselor?

legal~

financial• or medical

1. I·es, absolutely. -2. Yes, e?enerally. 3· It
depends. lt-• No, genera.ll:y. 5· No, absolutely.
6. Othei•:
Priority:

Y.Jhat type of advtse.ment do you feel. you and your
fiancee would actually take time to get prior to
marriage?
l. Private.

5.
3~-·

( 21)

~Jfedical.

2. Religious.

3• l,egal.

4• Pinancial.

you feel that you.r parents should express their
opinions o.f the girl you have chosen to marry?

Do

2. l·es, generally •. 3. It
No, generally. $. No, it's not their
6. Other:

1. Yes absolutely.

depends.
concern.

35.

(22)

4.

What would you do 11' your ,parents objected
to the girl you. have chosen to marry?

strongly
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J.. Decide my parents know best and break the
engagement. 2. Listen to their objections s.nd
conside,r them stllongly. 3. It depends~ 4. 'l ry to
talk to them to convince them they a.r$ wrong,.
5. Go ahead and marry her. .(>.. Other:
1

36.

After you are engaged, what areas of marriage do
you feel are most important to discuss with your
fiancee before marriage?
1. 'l'he family ba..okground of each partner. 2. ':Che
economic side of marriage. 3. Where you plan to
live. )+• 'the religious side of marriage. 5. Sexual
adjustment. 6. i'he plans for the timing for bearing
childr~n.
7. The planning for size of family.
8. Other~:
Priority:

37•

(23)

1._,_2 .__3 ··--L~._5 •__6 ._7 . _

Whs:t type of sex information is essential for a son

before he is married?

1. Completely general. 2. General, mainly, 3. It
depends. 1.,f.. Somewhat specific. 5. Specific.
6. Other:

38.

If you are going with a girl, but are not engaged,
do you feel it is all right to engage in:
2. 3 !~ 5
l
D d ?
(24) Light petting?
e. A

39.

(25)

Ueavy petting?

D

d

?

a

A

40.

(26)

Sexual interccm.rse?

D d

?

a

A

41.

After you are engaged to a girl do you feel it is
all right to engage in:
l
2 3 ~- 5
D d ? a A
(27) Light petting?

42·

(28)

Heavy petting?

D

d

1

a

A

43·

(29)

Sexual intercourse?

D

d

?

a

A
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(,30)

If' you are going with a girl, do you feel that there
should be discussions about limiting pre.marital
sexual experience?

1. Not necessar•y at all. 2. Generally not necessary,
3. It; depends. ).f.. Generally. ;;. Absolutely. 6.. Other:

4.5.

(31)

In the case of pr•emarital pregnancy, do you feel
that either the unwed father• or the unwed mother is
mor•e of a moral failure than the other'/
1. 'l'he mother·. 2. 1l:he mother a little more.
3• Equally. ~L. 'l'he father a little more. 5. The
father. 6. Neither. 7. Other:

4.6.

(32)

lr.hen you are going with a girl,. ltiho should be respon-

sible for the limits to whi~h petting goes?

1. 1'he woman, alHays.

2. 'l'he woman, gener•alJ.y.

3. IJ.'he responsibility should be shared. 4. 'l'he man,
generally. !}. 'J:he man; always.. 6. Other:

47.
(,33)

Do you. think that !! an unmarried couple are going
to have premarital. sexual relations they should use
contr•acepti ves?
1 .. Agl"ee stron&ly. 2. Ag:t•ee. ,3. It depends.
4. Disagree. _5, Disagree strongly. 6. Other:

48.

(34)

1. The woman.

4.

49.

.3: Who do you think should
they are to be used?

l.f answered 1, 2, or

provide these

1!

2. The woman, generally.
5. rrhe man. 6.

r.i.'he man, generally.

If an lS .... year-old son. knows a.bou.t the l:tse of
contraceptives, do you feel this will make him more
liable ·to have premarit;s.l aexu.a.l r•ela.tions?
1. Yes. 2. Yes, genera.lly. 3· Not sure.
generally. ,5. No. 6. Other:

50.

,3. Not sure.

Other~

4.

No,

Whe:r•e do you. feel the principle source of knowledge
about the use of contraceptives should be?
1. His i'atiher. 2. R:ts mother. .3· IUs brother( a).
His friends. 5. Books. 6. His doctor. 7. His

4.
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church. 8. Hls school.. 9. Other:
10. Oornbinat:i.on, ·_specify a.nd give prio;r•i ty:
1~ -~2. - - - .3· _ __.,.L{~~. .._..._....~. ...._....

51.

If an 18-yea.r.. old son is instructed in ~he use of
contraceptives, do you feel this will .make him more
liable to have premarital sexu.al relations?

1. 'Yes..

2. Yes,

generally.

52.

5.

gen~;ra.lly.

No.

6 • Other:

.3• Not sure.

4.

No,

Wl:;le:t•e do you feel the principle source for t;he
instruction in the use ot contraceptives should be?

1. llis father. 2. His mother. 3. His brother(a).
His friends. S. Books. 6. His doctor. 7• His
church::. 8. His school. 9. Other:
10. Combination, specifywhj.ch and give priority:

4,

1. __2._.3._4._5._

Are th~ere any comments or !'ecommexldations you
would like to make about these last items?
IV •

l\IAHRIAGE:

53·

(35)

J~ t

what age do you feel you will be ready to get
married?
L, 34. and above. 2• 30.-33.
5• 18·21.; 6~ Others

;;!~.

3• 26 ... 29.

)4·• 22 ... 25.

Do you feel that it is bes·t for ma:r:•riage if there
e.re clearly defined understandings of who makes the
final decisions on the majox• problems facing the

family?

1. Yes. 2; Generally there should be some lines of
authority. 3. It depe~ds. 4• Generally such deci•
sions should be made as they come up. _5., No.
6. Other:
·

55.

(37)

After marriage the responsibility for handling
money, paying the bi.lls, and budgetlng should be
whose'l
1. IJ.1he man. 2. •:che man~ generally. .3. Both.
4. ~~he woman, generally. 5. The woman. 6. Other:
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$6.
(38)

After you are married do you feel your wife should
workf
l. No. 2. Not unless absolutely necessary.
depends. 4· Yes, until the children come.
6. Other:

57.

(39)

3. It

5.

Yes.

Is it a healthy situation if after marriage the
husband has certain confidences which he keeps from
his wife?
1. Yes. 2. Generally, it depends upon the type of
confidences. 3• It depends. 4. Generally a man
should not keep things from his wife. ,5. No.
.
6. Other:

58. Is i·t

(40)

a healthy situation if after mf,l.rriage the wife
has certain confidences which she keeps from her
husband?

1. Yes.

2. Generally, it depends upon the type of
confidences. 3· It depends. 4. Generally a wife
should not keep things from her husband. ,5. NoJ.
6. Other:

$9.
(41)

Whose responsibility is it for preventing the
conception of children when the couple has decided
they are not ready for parenthood, they cannot
afford more children, or such conception might
endanger the health of the wife?
1. The wife. 2. Mainly, the wife. 3• Both partners. 4. Mainly, the husband. $. 1J:ihe husband.
6. Other:

60.
(42)

~'o

what extent should a husband help his wife with
the work around the house of they have s1nall children?

l. None.
depend.s.

61.

2. Only the major repairs, etc.

4• Some.

3· It

5. As much as he can. 9.· Other:

How many children do you feel you would like to have?

(42)

0

l

2

3 4 .5 6 7 8 9 10

Other:

If you had your preference, how many children of each
sex would you pvefer?
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62.

( 4.3) Boys:

0

l

2

63.

Girls:

0

1

2

3 4 5 6 7 8.
3 4 5 6 7 B.

Other:

?

Other:

?

64. At what age do you feel you will be ready to become

<44)

a father?

1 • .34 and above.

2. 30 ... 33·

5. 18·21. 6. Other:
65.

(45)

3· 26-29.

4·

22-25.

After you are married if you have an offer for•. a
desired promotion which would take you to another
part of the country, what part should your parents
play in your final decision to accept or reject the
offer?

4.

1. A major part. 2. Some. 3. It depends.
little. 5. None. 6. Other:

66.

( 46)

What part should your wife play in such a decision?
1. None. 2. Very little. 3. It depends.
A major part. 6. Othera

5.
67.

(47)

68.
(48)

Very

4.

Some.

What part should your children play in such a decision?
1. None. 2. Very little. 3· It depends.
5. A major part. 6. Other:

l~.

Some.

If your marriage proved infertile and if your physician recommended it as the only possibility, what
would be your reaction to adopting a child?
1. No, absolutely. 2. No, generally. 3. It depends.

4. Yes, generaly. 5. Yes, absolutely. 6. Other:
69.
(49)

10.
(50)

What is your philosophy about raising a son?
1. Very controlled. 2. Controlled. J. It depends.
i.J.. Permissive. 5. Very permissive. 6. Other:
Who do you feel should be responsible for the
disciplining in the family?
1. The father. 2. Hainly, the father. 3. Both parents.
4. Mainly, the mother. 5. The mother. 6. Other:
Are there any comments or recommendations you would
like to make about these last items'?'
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CENSUS
1.

2.

INFORMA~ION

AGES:
Your son's age:

Birthplace:

Your agee

Birthplace:

Your wife's age:

Birthplace:

PARENTS:
Father:.

Living

Deceased

Bi.rthp lace.:

Present residence:
Mother:

Liv:J.ng

Deceased

?
?

Birthplace:

?

Birthplace~

?

Birthplace:

?

Present resiciencet

WIFE'S PAREN1'SS
Father:

Living

Deceased

Present residence:
Mother:

Living

Deceased

Present residence:

3·

SIBLINGS:

Your son: Older brothers;

You:

Younger brothers

Older sisters:

Younger sisters:

Older brothers:

Younger brothers:

Older sisters:

Younger sisters;

Your wite:Older brothers:
Older sisters:

Younger brothers:
Younger sisters:
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4.

EDUCATION:
Your son:

Year in colleges

You:

H:i.ghest gnade attempted:
D:i.plomas received:

YoLtr

"t-~Jife:

Major:

Elem.

H.S.

J.O.

M.A.

Dr.

Other:

Elem.

H.s.

J.c.

M.A.

Dr.

Other:

Elem.

u.s.

J.c.

M.A.

Dr.

Othert

B.A.

Highest grade attempted:
Diplomas received:

B.JJ_.

Your parents:
Father: Highest grade attempted&
Diplomas received:

B.A.

Nother: Highest grade attempted;
Diplomas r_eceived:

Elem.

H.S.

M.A.

Dr.

J.c.

B.A.

Other:

Your wife's parents:
Fathert Highest grade attempted:
D.iploma.s received:

J.c.

Elem.

H • a,.
p

~I.A •·

Dr.

Other1

Elem.

H.s.

J.c.

M.A.

Dr.

Othert

B.A •

Mother: Highest grade attempted:
Diplomas received:

5.

OCCUPATIONS;
Your pa.ren ts:

B.A.
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Father's occupation!
Mother's occupation: (before marriage) ·
(after marriage)
Full-time

Pa:rt-time

Your wife's parents:
Father's occupation:·
Mother's occupation: (before marriage)
(after marriage)
Full-time

Part-time

Your occupation:

Is this the occupation for which you originally
prepared?

yes

no

If not, for what

occupation(s) did you originally prepare?
Your wife 1 s 9ccupation:

(before marriage)

(after marriage)
Full-time

Part-time

Presently working?
Full-time

yes

no

Part-time

Interviewer's rating of estimated family incomef
_ _ l;Selow $7,000 yearly.
6•

Above

~t'7,000

EXTRA·AC'11lV I~'IES $

Your ownc
To what orgs. do you belong?
Your attendance?

Meet how often?

yearly.
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Civic
Professional/vocational
Church
Religious prefe.rencet

Attendance:

Your wife:
~·o

what orgs. does she belong-a:

I'1eet how often?

Her attendance?
Civic
Church
P:r:•of.essiona.l/vooat1onal
Religious preference:

.A.ttendanoei

Your son:
To what orgs. does he belong?

Meet how often?.

His attendance'!
Religious preferenoeJ

7.

Attendance:

ENGAGEMENT .AND MARHIAGEt

How long had you known your wife before you became engaged?
How

long were you. engaged before you were rnarr ied?

Your age at rna.rriage?
Marriage ceremony:

8.

NUCLEAfL OR
1\.

Wife*s?

civil.ceremony

NON-NUCI~H

religious ceremony

RESIDENCE FAi"llLY:

Whe:t,e do most of your I'ela.tives live?

1. In the same neighborhood.

2. In the same town.

3. In the same general section of' the state as you do •
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4•

In the same state.

country.

6. Scattered around the country.

7• Out of

8. Have no living relatives.

9. Other&

the country.

B.

,5. In the same region of.the

Where do moat of your wife's relatives live?
1. In the same neighborhood.

2. In the same town.

3. In the same general section of the state as you do.

4.

In the same state.

country.

5. In

the same region of the

6. Scattered around the country..

the country.

8. Ilave no living relatives.

7. Out of
9. Other:
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I.
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INTRA-FAivliLY RELATIONSHIPS:
In general, how well do you feel yot:t get along
with your wifets parents?
1. Very well. 2. Well. 3. It depends.
.$. Very poorly. 6. 1 1. Other:
·

4.

Poorly •

In general, how well do you feel you get along with
your own par• en ts'l
1. Very well. 2. Well. 3. It depends.
Very poorly. 6. ? 7• Othera

5·

Lj.• Poorly.

In general, how well do you reel your wife ge·cs
along with your parents?
1. Very well. 2. Well. 3. It depends.
$. Very poorly. 6. 'i 7. Other:

4.

Poorly.

In general, how well do you feel your wife gets
along with her own parents?
1. Very well. u. Well. 3· It depends.
Very poorly. 6. 1 7• Other:

5.
1.

4• Poorly.

Whom was your son named after?
1. Me. 2. My father. 3· One of my relatives.
No one. 5. One of' my wife's relatives. 6. My
wife's father. 7• Other: ·

4.
2.

Whom do people say your son most resembles?
1. Me. 2 .. His grandfather. 3. l'{o one especially.
His grandmother. ,5. His mother. 6. ·Other:

4.
3·

Whom do you feel your son most admires in your
family or among your relatives?
1. I"le. 2. His brother. 3. His grandfather.
4. His uncle. .$. l\lo one. 6. His aunt. 7. His
grandmother. 8. His sister.. 9. His mother.
10. ? 11. Other:
'J!o whom do you feel your son feels closest to in

your family or among your relatives?

1. Me. 2. His brother. 3. liis grandfather.
His uncle. !5. No one. 6. His aunt. 7• His
grandmother. 8. His sister.- 9. His mother.
10. Othert

4.

5.

(2)

When there are major problems facing your family,
how often do you discuss them with your son?
1, Never,

4,
6.
( 3)

Usually.

5.

AlWIRys.

3. As often as not.
6. Other:

When requiring your son to do something, how
often do you expla:tn the reason for the task?
1. Never.

4.
7.
(4)

2. Seldom.

Usually.

2. Seldom,

5.

Always.

3· As often as not.
6. Other:

When your son is li·ving at hom.e 1 how often are you

and he home together?

1. Quite a bit. 2. Usually some. 3• It depends.
Usually very little. .5. Very little. 6. Other:

4.
B.

Where are your evenings usually spent?

2. At home a majority of nights. 3· It
depends" 4. Usually away .from home. 5. Away from
home. 6. Other:
1. At home.

9.
(5)

Who is the main source of authority regarding :most
matters in your family?
1. Almos·t always I am. 2. Generally I am. 3· Shared
authority. 4. Generally my wife. 5. Almost always
my wife. 6. Other;

10.

do you feel your general feelings about your
work are?
l~hat

1. Like it very much. 2. Like it. 3. Noncommittal.,
nei;Gher like nor dislike it, 4. Dislike it.
5. Dislike it very much. 6. Other:
How well does your son get along with his brother(s)?
1. Very \vell. 2. Well. 3· It depends.
Very poorly. 6. Other:

5.

4.

Poorly.
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How well does your son get along wit,h his
1. Very well.

5.
11.

(6)

Very poorly.

3· It-depends.
6. Othert

2. Well.

sister{s~?

I+• Poorly.

When the family is contemplating a major purchase,
such as a new television set, who would have the
most say in the decision?

1. I would. 2. I would, a little more. 3. My wife
and I would have equal say. L~. My wife, a little
more. ,5. My w:tfe. 6. Othert
12.
(7)

As your son was growing up, what ~Jas ·the pt•edomi•
nant type of dtscipline used by you and/or your wife?
1. £unishments and threats. 2. Promises and
rewards. 3· Permission and prohibition. 4. .Physical restraint. 5. Limiting of space and tools.
6. Direct appeal. 7• .Proximity and touch control.
8. Gestures of disapproval. 9• Planned ignoring.
·10. Othe:N
Do you feel that parent control is equally applied
todtll members of the family?
1. Most of the time.
depends. 4•. Seldom.

2. To a major extent. ). It
Hardly ever. 6. Othert

5.

Whom do you feel you and your wife control more?
1. .L he older· bx~other(s). 2. The older sister(s).
3. Ivly son. 4. '!'he younger sister( s). .5. The
younger brother(s). 6. Other:
11

Which parent do you feel treats the members of the
family more equally?
1. I do. 2. Generally, I do. 3· It depends.
J.t·• Generally my wife. 5. My wife. 6. Other•f

13. Generally which parent does the actual disciplining?
(8)
1. I do. 2. Generally, I do. .3. It depends.
4. Generally, my wite. ,5. My wife. 6. Other:
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Ar•e there any oom.ments or recommendations you would

like to make about the last items?.

II.

FA~HER·SON

RELATIONSHIPS:

In terms of your son's choice of occupation, who do
you think has had the rnost influence upon his decision?
2. I1y vd.fe. 3, His siblings • 4. His
f'riends. £). One of his teachers. 6. His counselor.
1. Someone in the p:t ofession. 8. Other:
.

1. li have.

1

15 •.
(9)

In deciding upon his vocational choice, did he or

does he discuis various possibilities with you?
1, A great deal.

2. q,uite a bit.

3. Some.

4. Very little • 5. Not at all. . 6. Others
16 •. How do you feel
summer months?

~bout

1. I expect it.

17.

2. I encouz•age it.

4• I discourage it.

5.

If answered 1, 2,
the money earned?

3:

lt~

4.
18.

youp son working during the

ox~

I forbid it.

3. It depends.
6. Othert

What should be done with

Save all. 2. Save majoz• part. 3. Save half.
Sa.ve some. 5. Save none. 6. OtherJ

How much o:f.' the expenses of college should be borne
by the paren:ts and by the son?
·
1. Son all • . 2. Son rnajor part ... pliLrents

3· Equal contributions.

part.

19.

,5 • .Pa:ren·lis all.

4·

pax~t.

Parants major part ... son
6. Other=

At what age, if at. all, shoulda boy have his own car?

( 10)

1. When he is on his own permanently.

2. When he

graduates from college. ,3. When he is well established in college. 1+• When he enters college.
·

5. When he graduates .from high
high school. 7. Other:

school~

6. During
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(11)

If you believe he should have a oar before he is

his own, to what extent should he pay for the oar
and expenses?
·

on

1. Cost of the car. and all expenses.

2. Eal:"n all
expenses and insurance. 3. Earn part of the
expenses.. 4. Pay only insurance. 5. Not necessary
fol" him to pay any. 6. Other:

21.
( 12)

At what age should a. son be pe:r•mi tted to begin
dating!
1. 17:..19. 2.
8. 6. Othei":

22.
(13)

J.~t.-16.

3· 11-13.

1+• 8 ... 10.

5. Under

Should a son disagree with his father if he feels
his ideas are right?
1. Absolutely not. 2. Very seldom. 3. It depends.
4. Occasionally. 5. Absolutely yes. 6. Other:

23.

( 14)

What ~o you feel your son should do if you strongly
objected to hi.s choice of friends?
1. G:lve them ll..P• 2. See them occasionally. 3. It
depends. 4.• See them in spite of your ob jGctions o
5. Ignore you ru1d choose his own friends. 6. Other:

2i~.

Which should be the prlnoiple source of information
for a son abou·t sex?
1. !lis father. 2. His mother. 3. His brother{ s).
His friends. S. Books. 6. His doctor. 7. His
church. 8. His school. 9. Other;
10. Combination, specify which and give priority:

4·

1._2._.3._4. __ 5. __6. __7· -

What was the principle source f'or your sex education?

1. x·our father. 2. Your mother. ,3. Your brother(s).
4• Friends.. 5 • .Books. 6. Your doctor. 7. Your
church. 8. School. 9. Other:
10. Combination, specify which and give priority:
1. __2 ._3 ._4._.5 ._6._7 · 26.

What was the principle source for your son's sex
education'!
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1. His father. 2. His mother. 3. His brother(s).
Friends. 5. Books. 6. Doctor. 7. His church.
8. School. 9• Other:
.10. C-ombination, specify which and give priority:
1._2.~.-~,. _ _5._6._..:,_7 · -

4.

27.
(15)

What would you consider the amount of discipline
a tuelve year old son usually needs?
1. A great deal. 2. Sons. 3· It depends.
little. 5o None. 6. Other:

28.

( 1~~)

4.

Very

What do you. consider the best way· for a father to
discipline .a son, who has really violated a family
rule, if the son is twelve years old?
1. Punishments and

tru~eata.
2. Promises and rewards.
prohibition. 4. Physical restraint.
5. Limiting of space and tools. 6. Direct appeal.
7. P;roxi:m.ity and touch control. 8. Ges·tul.. es of
disapproval. 9 • .Planned ignoring. 10. Otherl

3. Permission

29.

and

Since your son has started to college, do you feel
closer to or mo1•e distant from him than you did
before?

1. Very much closer. 2. Generally closer. 3· No
change. 4. Generally more distant. ,5. Much more
distant. 6. Other:

30.

(rn

!tJhen your son needs extra money for personal reasons
and asks you f'or it~ what is your usual reaction?

1. Nevev give h~m extra_money. 2. Give it to him
sometimes. 3· It depends. 4. Give it to him, but
want an explanation.. 5. Give it ·to him and don 1 t
demand an explanation. 6. Other:

31.

(18)

What type of sex information, if ~1y 1 should a son
have before he reaches high school?
1. Completely gene1~a1. 2. General, mainly. 3. It
depends. 4. Somewhat specific. 5. Specific. 6. Other:

32.

( 19)

Before

ente:t~ing

college?

1. Completely general. 2. General, mainly. 3. It
depends. 4. Somer1hat spec.ifio. 5. Specific. 6. Other:
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Are ther.e any commenta or recommendations you would
like to make about these it;ems?
·
:CII •

COU.ttf.lSHIP AND ENGAGElVll\iNT:

33.

(20)

After your f$OrJ. becomes engaged, do you. feel that he
and his fiancee t3hould have premarital counseling
from a private, religious, legal,. f'inancial, or
medical counselor?

1. Yes, absolutely. 2. Yea, generally. 3• It
depends. 4• No, generally. 5. No, absolutely.
6. Other:
1,_2.__3. __4._,.5._:__

Priority:

What type of .advisement do you feel your son and
his fiancee would actually take time to get prior
to mar:r•:l.age?
1. Private.
5. Medical.

34·

(21)

2. Religl.ous.
6. Othera

3. Legal.

4.

Financial.

Do you. feel that you and your wife should express
yo1.lr ·opinions of' the girl your sori has chosen to
marry?
2. Yes, generally. 3· It
No, goneralJ:y. 5. No, it's not our
6. Other:

1. Xes. absol1..1tely.

depends,

concern~

4.

3.5. What

( 22)

do you think your son shollld do if you and
your wife objected stro11gly to. the girl he !lad
chosen to marry?
·

1. Decide that you know beat and break the engage•
ment. 2. Listen to your objections and oons:lder
them strongly. 3. It depends* l~.• l'ry to talk to
you to convince you that you are wrong. 5• Go
ahead and marry her. 6. Other:

36.

After your son :ts engaged, what ar•eas o.f marriage
do you feel a.:re most :b'llportant for him to discuss
w:l.th his fiancee before maJ•riage?

111
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1. ~he family background of ~ach partner. 2. The
economic side of marriage. 3· Where they plan_to
live. 4. The religious side of marriage. $. Sexual
adjustment. The plans for the timing for bearing·
children. '7. l'he planning for size of family.
8., Other:

37.
(23)

i-'Jhu.t type of sex educa.tion is essential for a son
before he is married?
2. General, mainly. 3· It
Somewhat specific. $. Specific.

1. Completely general.

depends.

6. Other:

4.

If youv son is going with a. girl, but is not engaged,
do you feel it is all right; for ·them to engage in:
2

3

4 5
a

A

D

d

?

a

A

D

d

1

a

A

1

38.

(24)

Light petting?

D d

39.

(25)

Heavy petting'l

40.

(26)

Sexual intercourse?

?

After your son is engaged to a girl, do you feel it
is all right for them to engage inl

(27)

4.4..

(30)

D

(28)

Heavy petting?

D

(29)

Sexual inter•cou.rse?

D

1. Not necessal"Y at; all.

45.

2

3

d

?

4 5
a

A

d

a

A

d

a

A

If youx• son is going with a girl, do you feel that
they shot..tld havo discussions about limiting
premarital sexual experience?

3· I;t depends.
(31)

1

Light pettingf

2. Generally not necessary.
1\bsolutely. 6. Other·:

h· Generally. ,:) ..

In the case of premarital pregnancy, do you feel
that either the umJed fathor or the unwed .mother is
mor·e of a 111oral failure than the other•?
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2. '£he mother a litt;le more.
Tho father a little rno:re. .5. ~'he
Neither. 7, Other:

1. '£he mothEli'.

,3. l~qually.

6.

father.

4.

46. When. youx• son is going with Et girl, who should be
(32) . l"esponsible for the limit;s to l·Jhich petting goes?
1. rr·he woman, always.

2. '£he woman, generally.
4. 'l'he man,
.$.The :man, always.· 6. Other:

3. The respons:lbili ty sould be shared.
genc?rally,

4-7. Do you. think that !£ an unmarried couple are going
(33) . to have premarital sexual relations they should use
contraceptives?
1. Agree strongly. 2. Agree. 3. It depends.
4. Disagree. 5. Disagree strongly. 6 ,• Other:

48.

( 34}

If answered 1, 2~ or 3: tvho de you think should
prov:l.de these .!£. ·t;hey are to be used?
·
2. The worna.n, generally. 3· Not
The man, generally. $. rrhe man. 6. Other:

1. The woman.
sure.

49.

4.

If an 18-year... old son knows about the use of
contraceptives, do you feel this will make him more
liable to have premarital sexual z•elE!.tions?
1. Yes. · 2. Yes, generally. 3• Not sure..
genez•a.lly. 5. No. 6. Othtu•:

50.

4.

No,

\vhe:t•e do you feel the principle source of' knowledge

abou.t the use of corrtrac;eptivea should be?
1. His father. 2. His mother. 3· llis brother(s).
His friends. 5. Books. ~. His doctor. 7. His
chur•ch. 8. His school. 9. Other;
10. Combination, specify which and give priority:

4.

1._2._..,3._4._5._6._

!:)1.

If' a:n. 18-yea.r-old is instructed in the Ll.se of
cont;raceptives, do you feel this will make him more
liable to have premarital sexual relations?
1. Yes. 2. Yes, generally. 3· £-lot sure.
generally. ,5. No. 6. Other:

4.

No,
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52.

Where do you feel the princ:lple source for the
instruction in the use of contraceptives should be?
1. His father. 2. His mother. ), His brother{s).
4• His friends. 5. Books~ 6, His doctor. 7. His
church, 8, His school. 9. Other:
10. Combination, specify which and give priority:
1._2.~._4._.?._6 •..__
Are there any comments or recomrnendations you would
like to make about these last items?

IV.

MARRIAGE:

53.

(35)

At what age do you feel your son will be ready to
get married?
1.

5.

54.

(36)

34 and above. 2. 30·33• 3· 26-29. 4• 22-25;
18-21.

6, Other:

Do you feel that it is best for marriage if there
are. clearly defined understandings of who makes the
final decisions on the major problems f'acing the
.family?
1. Yes. 2. Generally there should be some lines o.f
authority. 3· It depends. 4. Generally suchdecisions should be made as they come up. .5. No.
6. Other:

55.

(37)

After marriage the responsibility for handling
money, paying the bills, and budgeting should by
whose?
1. The man. 2. ~'he man, generally. 3· Both,
4• The woman, generally. 5. '!'he woman, 6.• Other:

56.

( 38)·

After your son is married do you .feel his wi.fe
should work?
1. No. 2. Not unless absolutely necessary~~
depends. 4• Yes, until the children come.
6. Other:

57.

(.39)

3. It

5.

Yes.

Is it a healthy situation if after marriage the
husband has certain confidences whlch he keeps from
his wife?
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l. Yes. 2. Generally, it depends upon the type of
confidences. 3· It depends. 4. Generally a man
should not keep things from his wire. ,5. No.
6. Other:

58.

(40)

Is it a healthy situation if after marriagethe wife
has certain confidences which .she keeps from her
husband?
1. "Y'es.

2 .. Generally, it depends upon the type of
confidences. 3· It depends. 4. Generally a wife
should not keep things from her husband. 5. No.
6. Other:
·

59.

(41)

Whose responsibility is it for preventing the
conception of children when the couple has decided
they are not ready for parenthood, they cannot
afford more children, or such conception might
endanger the healt.h of the wife?
1. The wife, 2. Mainly, the wife. 3. Both partners.
Mainly, the husband. 5. The husband. 6. Other:

4.
60.

(42)

To what extent should a husband help his wife with
the work around the house of they have small
children?
1. None.
depends.

61.

3· It
,5. As much as he can. 6. Other:

2. Only the major repairs, etc,

4.

Some.

How many children 4o you feel your son should have?
0

l

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Other:

3

2

If you had your preference; how many children of
each sex would you want your son to havet
62.

(4J)

63.

64.
(44)

5 6 7 8. Other:
Girls: o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8. Other:
:Boys:

0

1

2

3 4

At what age do you feel your son will be ready to
to become a father?
1.

5.

34 and above. 2. 30•33· 3• 26-29. 4. ?2-25.
18-21.

6. Other:

?
?
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65.
(45)

After your son is married, if he has an offer
for a desired promotion wh:toh would take him to
another part of. the co.untry, what part should you
and your wife play in his final decision to accept
or reject the offer?
1. A majoz• part.

little.

66.
(46)

5.

None.

2. Some.

6, Other:

What part should his wife

p~ay

in such a decision?

1. None. 2. Very little. 3. It depends.
5. A major part. 6. Other:

67. What part should his children play

(47)

68.
(48)

1. None.
4. Some.

70.
(50)

4.

Some.

in such a decision?

2. Very little. 3· It depends.
A major part. 6. Other: .

5.

If his marriage should prove infertile and if his
physician recommended it .as the only possibility,
what should be his reaction to adopting a child?
1. No, absolutely.
4• Yes, generally.

69.
(49)

4. Very

3· It depends.

2. No, generally. 3• It depends.
Yes, absolutely. 6. Other:

5·

What is your philqsophy about raising a son?
1. Very controlled. 2. Controlled.
4• Permissive. 5. Very permissive.

3. I·t depends.
6. Other:

Who do you feel §.twulJ! be responsible for
dj.sciplining in the family?
1. The father. 2. Ma.inly, the father. 3. Both
partners. 4. Mainly, the mother. 5. The
mother. 6. Other;
Are there any comments or recommendations you
would like to make about these last items?
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CENSUS ;I:TEMS
SCORE:S ASSIGNED FOH

1.

Son• s Age:

2.

Father's Age:

3(11

Mother's Aget

6.

1·18

3•20

4-21

5-22

1-35 to 40 2•41 to 45 3-46 to 50
4-.51 to 55 _5 ... over .55
2 ... 41 to 45 3-46 to 50
1-3.5 to
!~ .... _51 to ~~
5-over 5.5

Differences in ages:
Son... father .. l•less than 2.5 years 2-25 to 29
4-3.5 to 39 5·40 and over

3•30 to 34.

Son-mother 1-less than 25 1ears 2•25 to 29
4~3.5 to 39 5·40 and over

3•30 to 34

l~father 10 or more years older
2•father 5 to 9 years older
3-father 1 to 4 years older
4-sarne age
·
5-mother 1 to 4 years older
6-mother 5 or more years older

Mother-father

Birthplaces:
Immediate family

born in u.s. 2-father foreign
born 3-mother foreign born
4-both parents foreign born
5•al1 foreign born
.
l~all

1-all born in ·u. s. 2-father•s father
foreign born ~-mother's father
foreign born
•father 1 s mo.ther
foreign born
•mother's mother
foreign born 6-fathe:r•s parents
foreign born 7-mother 1 s parents
foreign born 8-all foreign born

8.

Grandparents

9.

Son's siblings:

10.

2•19

STNl'IS'liCAL TREA'J:MENT

1-only child 2-one of two 3-one
of three 4-one of four 5-one of
five or more

Son's sibling position:

l•oldest 2-one older 3-two
older 4-three older .5-four
or more older
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. 11.

Father's siblings:

1-only child 2•one of two )-one
of three 4•one of four 5-one of
five or more

12.

.li'e..ther's sibling position:

13.

Mother's siblings:

14.

111othe.r.'s sibling position:

1-oldest a-one older
3-two older 4-three
older 5~four or more
older

1-only child 2-one of two 3-one
of ·three 4•on.e of four S.•one
of five or more

Education:
Son 1"freshman 2-sophomore

1-o1dest 2-one older
3-two older 4-three
older 5-four or more older
3•junior

4-senior 5-graduate

16.

Father

1-under six years 2-7 to 11 years .3·12 years
4-13 to 1.5 years 5-lp yea.rs 6-over 16 years

17.

li1 nther

l-E1em.

18.

Mother

19.

Mother

20.

Father's father

1-under six years 2.. 7 to 11 years
3•12 years ~13 to 15 years 5-16 years
6-ove:r. 16 years

21.

F'ather 1 s father

1-Elem.

22.

Mother 1 s father

2-H.S.

3-J.C.

4.. B.A • .5-M.A. 6-Dr.

1-under six years 2-7 to 11 years 3-12 years
to 1.5 years 5-16 ~~ars 6-over 16 years

L~-13

1-Blem.

2-rr.s.

5-M •.A.

3•J.c •. 4-B-A.

2-H.s.
6-Dr.

.3-J .. c.

5-M.A.

6~br.

4•B.A •

l-under six Lears 2··7 to 11 years
3·12 years +·13 to 1.5 years
5-16 years 6-over 16 years

3-J,O.

23. Mother's father

l·Elam. 2-H.S.
5-M.A. 6-Dr.

24.

1-under six rears 2·7 to 11 year•s
3-12 years
-13 to 15 years
5-16 years 6·over 16 years

Father's mather

l.j... B.A.
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25~

Father's mother

1-Elem.
5-J:-l.A.

26.

Mother's mother

27.

Mother's mother

2-H.S.
6-Dr.

3•J .c.

4-B.A.

l•under six years 2-7 to 11 years
years 4·13 to 15 years
5·16 years 6-over 16 years
3~12

1-Elem.
,!) ..M.A.

2-H.s. 3... J.c.

t~-B.A.

6-D.r.

28.

Employment#
Father t s father

29.

Father's mother

1-never employed 2•employed before
marriage but not after ,3-employed
before marriage, part-time after
4 ... em.ployed after marriage part-time
.5•employed after marria.ge full-time
6•always employed

30.

Mother's father

l•professional 2-managerial
3 ... skilled occupation 4-serni-skilled
5-u.nskilled

. 31.

Mother's mother

l•never employed 2-employed before
marriage but not after .3-employed
before marriage, part-time after
4•employed after marriage part-time
s~employed after marriage f.ull·time
6-always employed

!~professional
2-managerial
3-skilled occupation 4-semi-skilled
!:)-unskilled

32.

Father

!-professional 2-ma:nagerial 3-skilled
occupation 4-semi•skilled .5-unskilled

33·

iVlother

l•never employed 2 .. employed before marriage
but not after .3-ernployed before marriage,
part-time after 4-employed after marriage
part-time 5~employed after marriage full·
time 6-always employed

.34·

Extra-.f'amily activities:
F'ather Orga.nization Membership

Father r1onthly Meetings Attended

l·none 2•one to three
3-4 to 6 4•7 to 10
5-over 10
1-none 2~1 to 3
to 6 4-7 to 10
5-over 10

3-4
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Mother Orgw1ization Membership

l•none 2-one to three
to 6 4•7 to 10
.'5-over 10

3•4

31· Mother Monthly lvieetings Attended 1-none 2•1 to 3

3~4 to 6 4-7 to 10
$-over. 10

Son

Or•ganization l\1embership

1-none 2... one to thl. . <!Hi
3·4 to 6 4-7 to 10
5-over 10

.39.

Son Monthly Meetings Attended

40.

Religious attendance:

41.

Parents engagement and marriage:
Length of acquaintance before engagement l•under 3
months 2-3 to 6 months
3·6 months to 1 year 4•over
1 year, but less than 3 years
5-over three years.

42.

Length of engagement

43•

Father's age at marriage:

l•none

2-1 to 3
4-7 to 10
5-over 10

3•4 to 6

l~.father and mother regular·
2.;..fa·ther regular, mother irregular
J.i.znother regular, father ir~egt~.l-aP~4-both irregular

1-und~r three months
2-three
to six months 3-six months to
one yea!' 4-over one year but
less than th!'ee years 5-three
years or over

1-under 21
3-26 to 30
5-over 35

2·21 to
4·31 to

25
35

l•under 21

2·21 to
!.~-31 to

25
35

44• Mother• s age at marriage:

3... 26 to 30

5•over

35

45.

1"1al"riage ceremon:y:

46.

Residence of family:
·Father l-in the same 11eighbol. .hood 2-in tha same town
3-in the a·ame general sect:J.on of the state
4-in the s~le state 5-in the same region of the
country 6-scattered around the country
7-out of the country 6-no living relatives

l•ci vll

2 ... religious

J.20

47.

Mother

h8.

Son's knowledge of family census information:
!•corresponds to f'atherta report well
5-very little information regarding 1~a..mlly
census information

l-in the srune neighborhood 2•in the same town
3•in the same general section of the state
l,J.-in the same state .5-:Ln the same region of the
country 6... scattered around the country 7-out
of the country. a.. no living relatives

A.I?PENDlX B.
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DEMOCRATIC 'l'O AUTHOIU'l1ARIAN CONTINUA CODIFICATION 'l'ABLE

ITEM

Coded Scores

l

2

3

~·

5

6

7

8

9

l

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

l

2

l

2

3

J.~

5

3

l

2

3

4.

5

4
5

5

4

3

2

l

l

2

3

6

l

2

3

4
4

5
5'

7

l

4

2

3

5~9

8

1

2

4

5

3

9

5

4

3

2

1

10

1

2

.3

7

l

2

3

5
5

6

11
12

1

2

.3

4
4
4

5

6

13

l

2

3

4

14

1

2

3

15

1

2

3

4
4

5
5
5

16

1

4

2

3

5·9

17

1

2

3

4

18

1

2

3

4

19

1

2

3

4

5
5
5

20

5

4

3

2

1

21

l

2

5

3

22

1

2

3

4
4

23

1

2

3

4

5
5
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24

1

2

3

25

l

2

26

l

27

r.l1 ABLl~

5

3

4
4

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

~-

5

28

1

2

3

29

1

2

3

4
4

30

l

2

3l

1

2

4
4

5
5
5

.32

1

2

.33

5

34

3

5

3&6

4

5
5

4

3

2

l

1

2

3

~-

5

35

l

2

3

4.

5

36

1

2

3

5

4

37

1

2

4

3

38

1

2

3

39

1

2

3

5
4
4

40

1

2

3

4

~-1

l

2

3

~-

42

l

2

3

4

3

5
5

5
5
5

eqtual OJ:<
more girls

43 majority
boys

(continued)

44
45

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

r'
::>

46

1

2

3

4
4

5

o'
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47
48
4,9
50

3

4
4
4

5
5
5

4

5

3

1

2

3

1

2

.3

1

2

1

2

The number(s) listed opposite the item number and
below the coded number corresponds to the numbered responses
in the interview guide, as se·t up for the oonvenience of the

interviewer.

